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Sunny Jetsun 
 

Books by the Same Author: 
 

'Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love Angels from Heaven. New Generation, 

Inspiration, Revolution, Revelation ~ 

All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

'Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts' 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles a Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

Psychic Psychedelic 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

 ‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All the Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy The Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments* 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart*through Space’ 

* The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6 * 

 

 



 

 

Books by the Same Author: 

 
Originally Published as Ciel Rose 

‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” ~ Shanti Shanti’ 
‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 

‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 
‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 

‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 
‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 

* 
Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 

‘Pure Light ~ Cosmic * Sweet Heart ~ We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 
‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 

‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 
Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’ 

* 
This book is arranged from ‘Surreal’ notes made from Inspirational 
conversations with friends during the 2008/09 winter season in Goa 

“Thank you all” ‘Om Shanti’ 
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‘Light has to Win’ 

(A Dixon: Art of Italy, BBC4 23/11/09)  

Formulating our concept of Art & Design up to today; Let’s see. 

Creative individuals now ~ a flowing stream of Consciousness 

Being in tune, listening to the angels of light, feeling the muse. 

Hercules caressing a Greek female’s serene vulva figurine ~ 

Learning the tongue of erotic love ~ seeing through the veil. 

Naked Venus shimmering in her diaphanous lime light toga. 

* 

Giotto’s Cardinal Red 

Drawing a perfect circle O ‘Enso’ in a single gesture ~ 

Divine Symmetry in her sparkling sapphire eyes. 

Conjuring the black magicians ~ 

Transmuting any reality into light 

* 

‘Hidden Treasures’ Who am I? Sono Qui? 

The misery, psychological pain of leaving the garden of Eden. 

“One of you will betray me” ~ Who abducted a nun for lust? 

Frescoes in the (Orvieto) Cathedral on a High Cosmic level. 

Assignations with a Tuscan Princess within secret galleries. 

Walking through the streets of Firenze in the early morning 

Imagining the concept of an Artist’s Self Consciousness ~ 

* 

‘Architecture of Infinity’ 

All for themselves to Reflect themselves, Universe in a nutshell. 

Impulsive Leonardo’s unfinished sketch of an enigmatic smile. 

Celebrating Elegant Michelangelo’s Battle fresco’s Originality, 

sublime Raphael’s ~ luminousness at the School of Athens. 

Satyrs chasing naked nymphs into the Phallic sea of Cupid. 

The Quest for Illumination, flowing synergy ~ connectivity. 

‘Christ the essence of the brand ~ Acquiring Imperial Power.’ 

Omnipotent Ruler Jupiter affecting your Central nervous system. 

Painted Capsules reflecting Light*channeling visions of Paradise
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‘Spiritual*Surrealism’ 

When Artists were free & expressed themselves; feeds my soul. 

A need, a desire for Knowledge ~ walking in the verdant hills. 

Furious Self-portrait of an outsider with an ireal menagerie. 

“He loves money more than work” 

Who is Inventing ~ these characters? 

Who is writing the Truth of our History? 

Who painted that Masterpiece high up inside the dome? 

Fantastic transmutation through the Arts of whirling Angels ~ 

seeing what’s going on all over the Universe starting in Venice. 

Expelled from Paradise, entering ~ Mortal time/human existence 

‘Genesis’ creation of the Cosmos ~ separating light from dark. 

Progressive story of Man’s Alienation from Divine energy ~ 

Being Prophets through whom God communicates ~ Verrocchio 

Leonardo’s teacher, Titian, Venetian Master of colour & light. 

‘At death your Ego will die ~ Time is the Conqueror of ALL’ 

* 

Art of the Dictatorship! 

Coming to see the Alien living on the hill ~ with Open purses! 

3 Magi bring Jesus gifts not an Aristocratic dynasty on opium! 

Using Money to be a KING ~ Taking over the City; Being free? 

‘GREED IS GOOD, MONEY IS ART’ 

Chose Art as a narcotic! 

Becoming a Private Obsession for a Compulsive Alchemist. 

Indulging wildest Fantasies, no Austerity in his Private chapel. 

Capitalism in Painting caught that Moment of Transformation. 

Usury in the Bible is a Mortal sin earning Eternal damnation ~ 

Dante’s Terror; ‘Usurer sells nothing his Punishment’s in Hell. 

Blasphemers, sodomites & money lenders in Hell’s 7th circle.  

With a Church doctrine ~ You could BUY yourself out of Hell! 

Pay for a spectacular work of Art & maybe save your lost soul. 

Republic supposed everyone equal ~ baptized in same church. 

Usury is Debt, Greed & Division not Unity
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‘Specific Sedative’ 

“Put your Mind at ease pardner” ~ If you’re a True Believer. 

‘Blessings of the Master’ ‘Blessings of the State’ 

‘Work hard, Increase Production, Biological flow ~’ 

(THX1138)… ‘The Torturer or Lover Program’ 

“My mate is acting strange” “What do you Want ~ 

to feed your Mind?” It’s getting in the way of Yourself. 

Overdosing having a Chemical Imbalance effect… 

Buy more to be Happy! “What’s wrong ~ with that?” 

* 

‘The Control Room’ 

New Sound ~ Giving a Concept of ‘the Future’ 

“We’ve got a malfunctioning Officer in Corridor 7A” 

“Stand by…Scope 1” “Did You copy that?” “10/4” 

“He hasn’t been taking his Pills” 

“They’re Watching us now” / “No one can see us” 

“I must apologise for all this Chaos” 

Living Selection ~ Program Shifting in Violation! 

“How do you know you’re not an androgynous Android?” 

Who likes to smoke a spliff!   

* 

Economic Advantages to #9 

The Proof of the Potential ~ 

“They’re queuing up buying Tickets” 

Muting a rebellious Robot… 

“Don’t make trouble, I’ll Report you 

for Reprogramming my Mate!” 

Raising your Radiation rate 

* 

Philosophy 

If you like it ~ 

its good for you
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Performance Is Perfect 

“Making a Contact, begin your Ascent” 

Analyze his current brain waves ~ 

Request an order for a ‘Mind Lock’ 

Restricted, denied, pending, Priority. 

Blocked communication, let’s restore stability. 

“I’m here to protect you;” Pronounced ‘Incurable’ 

“You have nowhere else to go” held in FEMA detention 

Concentration! ‘Erase all erotic perversions.’ 

“What can you feel?” 

* 

Yes Genesis 

“If that’s not love I don’t know what is!” 

Adam & Eva falling from Grace ~ 

but not from any Compassionate God 

Innocence ~ not for an unforgiving sin. 

Not playing games, need a healing Jesus. 

Don’t need the wrath but need the Mercy 

Allowing the human spirit to wander off 

To be by itself ~ enraptured in paradise. 

Who makes the Judgment on brainwashing all existence? 

There go I but for the sympathetic joy of Cosmic divine ~ 

‘All living in the same boat ~ Convincing the rest to row’ 

Living in the moment not holding a grudge. 

* 

Monkey Land 

Two marriages all for the wrong reasons ~ 

“I don’t know which was worse the lies or the cocaine!” 

Going through the deep stuff! 

We’re resolving that ~ going through the fire of it 

Holding the frequency ~ 

pushing it further 

Being with Life’s Cycles
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Interpretation ~ (for Joaquim) 

Gotta let the light Shine ~ 

>dropping the Programmed<Baba 

Worshipping, Celebration Spirit & truth with your kind smile. 

Cultivating spices & herbs, passing around the sacred fire. 

Death is a Transcendence shouldn’t cry about it. 

Gone to Paradise ~ of letting go 

Life Is all Maya’s Illusion 

* 

Fusing 5 elements 

Inner joy not external fields unless you’re transmuting energy. 

“We’re forever blowing Bubbles” 

“We’re forever Living” 

The most sophisticated machine in the Universe 

And now we leave it ~ 

Going to another new Temple…. 

Reflecting differently ~ Seeing it all as ONE. 

‘Cancer’ ~ so called, No holding back. 

Give him a Boost ~ To go in PEACE 

Send them ‘SHANTI SHANTI SHANTI’ 

Don’t have to look for your PEACE 

YOU ARE PEACE  

Healing it ~ the Bliss 

* 

All is well 

“A sweet Chillum Baba ~  

People wanted to sit with him.” 

Flying through the Universe 

All is as it should be ~ 

Opening Up ~ Heart flow 

ALLOW YOURSELF 

To drop the Confusion 

You are the Creator ~ 

Stepping In & Out
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Discipline from out of Love 

“The wound is the key ‘til you find Peace” 

All in the Mind ~ This Is your house. 

* A cluster of stars shining brilliantly * 

Controlling the Defense satellites of America. 

A consignment of plutonium; DOA at your door! 

The Victory Look; Kings killing with a smile ~ 

The Regal look, there goes your separated head! 

He’s not murdering, he’s Vanquishing his foes! 

If you want a Bugatti & a Spitfire you have to sell 

your beautiful creativity, turn it into a Masterpiece. 

Kept real & truly human to the ultimate Ideal Karma. 

Ate some sweet berries blessed by Rama 

You’re my Miss World ~ lying at your feet. 

‘Your DNA needs to go through a woman’ 

Standing in the beam of a golden light. 

There is no body ~ where everyone becomes equal! 

‘Activating the Physiological Reward System, more Dopamine’ 

Crystal Meth ~ 1st synthesized from ephedrine, in Japan. 1893. 

Snorkeling in dimensions ~ a psychoactive drug full moon party 

Spiritual frequency, dancing with a 3rd D. incarnation Cosmonette 

‘No Caste in the soup of the soul’ 

* 

You have an Open Heart 

And I’d like to fill it as much as I can… 

“Let your mind go and your body will follow.” 

Silencing the Mind ~ Awareness without thought. 

Staying High ~ frequency ~ Is there Perfection in this? 

YES * Look at the natural World’s dimensions. 

“Do you really want to destroy the Life ~ 

Body, Mind & Spirit of any human being?” 

‘The willful destruction of one human being 

by another human being!’
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Technomancer * Webcomics 

‘A slave lives next door to you ~’ 

“They were not my slaves.” When she  

comes  to talk to the Mind. Delirant  

* 

Euphoric*Dopamine 

Dissociative Progressive Psychedelic Molecules ~ 

reducing Block signals to the Conscious Mind 

from other parts of the brain’s trance 

hallucinogenic dream. 

Entheogenic Japanese Cyberpunk Noh Dolls 

along the endogenous metabolic pathway. 

Human neurochemical compositioning ~ 

Disarmed him with the offer of a cup of tea. 

* 

Mythological Ethnobotanist 

Just a bit more Hard Core! Psychedelic hash ~ 

‘That which causes God to be within an Individual’ 

‘The Harvard Psilocybin Experiment.’ 

Flames can go wrong; who’s got petrol? 

                                             Rain outside *  Fire inside 

* 

A Society of Freaks 

If it’s not Trust it’s Paranoia. 

Which one do you want to build? 

Setting a sense for it ~ Unfolding Process. 

Are you a Meditator or a Meteor, Stardust or rust? 

“I don’t know how I got here friend” 

* 

Koans in Union 

Whistling Messages from Outer Space. 

“Feed the Hungry” ~ “Stop the Killing!” 

“Let there be Light”
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Falsifying Myth 

In the moment ~ less resistance 

More conscious of any manipulation 

I’m Guilt Free of ‘Original Sin’ 

Keep it for Yourself! 

I love Eve & Eve Loves me. 

Supporting our Children nature Network. 

Let’s have some Inspiration not desperation! 

Generation not degeneration * Harmonic convergence. 

Making a difference ~ Solidarity in our Community 

We can act with Unconditional Love 

‘Project Revelation’ 

* 

“Go to Zanzibar Baba!” 

Living with my own Inspiration 

“She’s from further up North!” 

An Angry man losing the plot! 

Know thyself Naturally ~ Everybody’s Earth. 

Fencing it off for our Imprisonment ~ 

taking it away, dividing & Ruling You! 

Inner with Outer rings ~ 

not buying into the Illusion. 

“Innocence is trust, which is strength” 

I’m Love & Light 

* 

Mature 

Life is their Guru ~ Nature is their Sat Guru. 

Insidious CCTV; Paranoia fed by the Media! 

I’m Happy living in a freak society in Goa ~ 

Allowing you to be a Man in darkest India. 

They can accept the perception of death! 

‘Fear is the opposite of Love concept’ 

Reality of Experience
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Propaganda Astro Motel 

Learning Values ~ your Mind’s self defence ~ for its Survival. 

23 Corporations own 50% of Media ~ 5 Global Media Giants! 

Compliant in Genocide, ‘lies to make Stalin cringe!’ 

Penalties for breaking the Rules. 

Don’t take part in War (Crimes)! 

Setting a National Agenda with the God Squad. 

What are the Real Interests of these Planetary Institutions? 

Only for Profit, Suppression and fascism on the march! 

Participating ~ Who’s developing an Independent Mind? 

People interacting ~ Networks of Concern. 

Another Corporate News - System Isolating people! 

Obsessive Capitalist Enterprise V human’s surprise ~ 

* 

I Like Trees 

“The Real you is Eternal never ending” 

Sufferers 7 days/week! 

‘Exploring the possibilities of Infiltrating human Minds and 

Hijacking Your Identity/| Being Liberated ~ from Ownership; 

“There’s a slave market next door!” 

Resolving Consciously the ambiguities of your fate. 

Virtual to Material to Virtual reality try Conscious Spirituality. 

Examining the human body, examining the Chemical Mind ~ 

What sort of THING is it? The Self? What is naked energy? 

* 

Manga friend 

“Chelo Pakistan” Full bandido! Fingers in a Nuclear mess! 

‘Rights to an Identity & Existence are constantly explored’ 

Particle potential in Virtual space ~ ‘36 views of Mt. Fuji’. 

Who said there was an end, a finish? Allowance is Open ~ 

Not OK cracking an Objet d’Art ~ Accepting ‘Mistakes’ as Real! 

Experiencing Continuum of Relativity ~ as existence of reality. 

Fields of light dancing with shadow
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Free Savant 

‘We are far more than we realise’ 

Tapping into our intrinsic Source. 

Understanding our True Supra Potential 

Finally without the Power trips ~ 

Full Feng Shui 

* 

Radionic*Krishna 

Electromagnetic vibration signaling ~ 

Getting rid of Pesticides, Bacteria, parasites, 

playing them an unfriendly frequency ~ 

Preserving the seeds of the Neem family. 

‘Harnessing the space between the stars’ 

Finding new energy ~ turning off gravity 

* 

Funky Punky 

Power of the eyes ~ 

‘It’s the Spirit in the thing’ 

This ‘Identity of an Artist’ is passé 

It’s now in Channeling ~ 

Psyche Path 

* 

Scanning A Toxic Dump 

“Tweakers & Amphetamine people so fucked; 

No time to Process, catalogue, file  

their brain cells without sleeping!” 

Composing in there, I’ve just got pricked! 

Supposed to be an increase of vibration ~ 

“Have one of these!” Spiked with MDMA! 

Shaving the crystal ~ Sexy female Vocals. 

“There’s non so blind as them that will not see.” 

More beautiful with a little flaw in it. 

When you stroke her…..
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Guided Family 

As soon as you put ~ 

energy into it 

You get it 

* 

Particle Varieties 

‘Ground control to Major Yuri’ 

Refusing to endorse American threats! 

When you got money you got access…. 

Living in an overdosed, medicated city 

Conform, serving the Masters. 

Confirm and buy their products! 

‘Make Love Not War’ sell it like a packet of soap. 

Atomic centre of a force extending out into space ~ 

“All we are saying is ‘Give Peace A Chance” 

* 

People’s emotions 

‘A hero in rehab, needing a detox!’ 

Met sultry Gina at ‘Depression Lake Motel’ 

Changing the colour of a note. 

Lust for life, desire for life, 

natural enthusiasm for life. 

What are we responding to? 

Our vulnerability ~ 

* 

‘Slave looking in the Mirror’ 

‘War is Over If You Want It’ 

‘END WAR END WORLD POVERTY’ 

“Join us and the World will Live as One” 

Rebellious Peaceniks ~ being Creative with the Inquisition! 

‘The Administration scares people into fighting Wars’ 

“Went to preserve a Democracy that never even existed” 

Any guess where it is? 

Try Google’s ‘Undeclared Invasions’
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‘Real Soul’ 

Self Sacrifice, selflessness, devotion and compassion 

“It looks familiar & now you’re my enemy!” 

I met her sister in the Peach blossom grove ~ 

She rode a white horse and came from Shan Province. 

A Chinese Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, Othello, Hamlet, 

Julius Caesar, Anthony and Cleopatra all rolled into one. 

Her name rings a bell ~ She wants to be free of you! 

“Why would anyone want to cause her distress?” 

“The only one who can help you is yourself” 

* 

Cosmic marriage 

‘Both true to their heart.’ 

142 ways to make Jihad! 

Need a big shift in the way you think. 

Living life against a green screen 

Transforming in real time ~ 

On another Magic carpet ride. 

Past the Cenotaph with the war widows, 

the British Nuclear Test Association; 

the pardoned ‘Shot at Dawn’ brigade! 

Whoever considered stress & trauma? 

* 

‘I have no control’ 

“For better or worse, for*ever and ever” 

Make a Commitment! How can you know what the future holds? 

Amazing to me all these people living in couples and families. 

The Rolling dance troupe from Slave Island. 

‘Transcending the addiction of your desires’ 

“Baba I feel like I am truly Blessed” 

“Have you never seen a drop put on a sugary cube?” 

“Come round tomorrow and I’ll show you.” 

Super Sense High
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‘No give or take’ 

Cunilungus’ Shaved runway ~ tickling all her boxes! 

‘Sartori’ ~ “the moment you can forget yourself” 

Everything you breathe out ~ you die 

Breathing Prana life force in ~ better live it. 

Got to go through the fire to dissolve it! 

“Even that witch!” “It’s all in the lightness”  

* 

Kumbh Mela Picnic 

Dropped them a Trillion Holy Nectar points from a Micro*lite. 

You wanna measure us for a collar! Enslave us for the dollar? 

I wanna see his Mind blown ~ Here’s another wisdom. 

Come out of ecstasy come into enthusiasm. 

Only tells us what is new & what I think ~ 

“I’ve come to tell you of the Unknown God” 

but now you need to Love everyone. 

We are the creators of our creation ~ 

A goat on a bus, having that experience 

for your being 

* 

Role Reversal 

You point your finger, the finger comes back to you. 

We know a few who’ll tip you over the edge faster! 

A Cosmic Wedding all golden or a thousand darts inside? 

No ATM cash! Brought me down to Earth now with a Bang! 

Tears were coming to my eyes, was it an RFI transmitter? 

Beneficial to your character, “here try 3rd Class Sir” 

No Reservation….. Your Mind is Screaming! 

No Hellfire preachers from Alabama in here. 

Be children of the light 

Words have perspective, relationship. 

Glad to be back ~ 

‘This is Goa’
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‘Lions riding on horses’ backs’ 

‘The System, Multiple Facemasks of a Clown. 

Against the Regime; ‘They’re still killing people at the Wall!’ 

“We could lock anyone up for 24 hrs without charging them” 

Today’s Terrorism Act makes it 28 days without any defence! 

The Indefensible Persecution of Harmless people… 

The ‘Stasi’ made them disappear. 

Informers ~ All brought up to live in Fear. 

Conspirators imagining betraying their friends. 

Seeing enemies everywhere, the Full on Paranoia! 

Terrorists under every bed, facing Moscow Avenue! 

‘Our starving elephant was sent to the Zoo’ 

The Devil in Prada looking beautiful 

with a new Master in the Kremlin. 

Subsidised a dream of Togetherness long gone. 

The Good Social days falling apart in Leipzig 

Living with his Conscience ~ Running on empty. 

Disconnected, not responding to discipline. 

Couldn’t be tamed,+ couldn’t stay in a cage! 

Bringing down another tyrannical dictatorship. 

Time to Rise up! “It was a beautiful feeling” 

* 

To End Silence 

Opening the Files looking into a different crystal mirror. 

Pattern of Soviet tanks turning up, hospitals ordered 

Extra blood! Campaigning for Peace on the Earth. 

‘We are the People’ ‘We are People’ What’s it mean? 

Had no choice but to break a million eggs! 

‘For An Open Country with Free People’ 

‘We Want Liberty’ from behind the Iron curtains. 

The Traffic is all heading in one direction ~ 

OUT
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Money no problem 

Witnessing it ~ for each other. 

Miracle after miracle after miracle. 

Bhagwan shining in her sweet eyes 

His beat stops the space 

In this Allowing pact everything will come through. 

Reconfiguring it ~ 

Realisation * Awareness. 

Witness to our Consciousness 

Food to be more Powerful 

Taking the moment on ~ 

Listening to ‘Thank You, Thank You’ 

Then you get the Reflection 

* 

Amethyst Exchange 

Only the people ~ can feel it with Life. 

Violet Crystal Transmitters ~ way of the White Cloud. 

Lesson of discernment ~ true orientation. 

Already realizing the Gift 

Multiplying the energy in One 

* 

Paradisiacal Dreams 

I understand the concept ~ 

The ‘White Hotel’ in Japan 

Generating sound waves ~ 

Sensors of a bio*feedback Cube 

Interacting with your music. 

Blowing away the distortions 

dancing their chaos ~ in harmony. 

The Software will be the same 

People’s will be different. 

Catching the ‘Living Life’ 

In a shooting Star
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‘Your Destination’ 

Heaven & Hell Inside ~ ‘Paradise Found’ lost, found again! 

They Shot 17 Innocent civilians in Nisour Square, Baghdad!! 

Couldn’t have done it better in an epic Hollywood Horror movie 

They are the primary US. Security contractors, on the rampage! 

‘Blackwater Worldwide’ now metamorphosed into Xe Services. 

“Heck these folks just come from Raleigh, North Carolina.” 

Keep it together ~ Be on your guard. 

* 

FEAR ~ ‘FALsE eMOTionS ApPeaR rEAl’ 

The Authorities have produced a Chip to help you die! 

They will now kill themselves with their own weaponry. 

If you go for emotion you can create many beautiful things. 

It’s all floating in you with what’s an ambrosial primal juice ~ 

To manifest you have to make a space, place for conscious effort. 

Take the FORM out of the way to be in the moment 

to let it happen ~ to live it HAPPILY 

* 

Sisters & daughters & mothers 

No more using & abusing women! 

A very sweet surprise in her eyes. 

Worship them, Venerate not rape! Don’t you agree? 

Turn your denial, violent unfulfillment into living beauty. 

Not Possessing her, let her be sublime ~ Inspiration of divine. 

Tell the Truth, face yourself, give her full respect, equality ~ 

Can’t sell her as a donkey or buy her as a camel or sex slave! 

“A Happy relationship is full consideration for the other” 

“I love you; Thank you” 

* 

Essential Nature Vibe 

‘Prana’ ~ ‘Knock it on the Head!’ 

‘Drugs Sex Rock & Roll’ 

Are Big Distractions * In Goa
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‘Life is there to be Lived’ 

You can get caught & go in the Paranoia. I don’t need to know. 

She needs a blood transfusion! 

Switch it ON ~ Easy is Right. 

“Is there any sense in being in a rush if you live in eternity?” 

‘Everything at its right time is sweet’ 

* 

The Honey Trap 

Sold their Soul to some other beingness ~ 

“You can only befool Yourself so Why do it? 

Integrate it and everything is EASY 

if you make a split along the way 

Poor Me; Let the drama fall ~ 

I fell in Love with a ‘Noh’ danseuse….. 

All the Orientation gets taken away… 

Getting the same Patterns Imprinted in You. 

* 

My little appetite 

Emotion and vibration ~ 

“& I can play the whole violin” 

“We are your angels today!” 

‘The way to a woman’s heart’ 

being lost in her eyes ~ 

* 

Totally on the hop 

Light eats up the darkness, we’re working breaking the light 

You have to stay in it ~ for the light to be purified 

from going through the lower states.  

You have to Allow yourself for it to happen ~  

otherwise you won’t know. 

Pathways to healing, transformation, rejuvenation, revelation. 

Ace of Hearts ~ It has to be out of the moment and the Truth. 

Not having the self esteem, a thing of Recognition, discernment. 

Aim In ~ The Fun, joy comes with the Sharing
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Universal Soup 

Have to be together 

In the heart ~ 

Allow each other to make it happen 

Reflecting your*self. 

“If you got hold of that you’d fall in love wouldn’t ya?” 

‘The moment that imaginary Future arrives ~ It is the NOW’ 

Knowingness ~ It’s All in You 

* 

Turquoise Survival 

‘Cosmological ~ Not what you’re Identifying with! 

Inter dimensional Dolphins & Whales 

Just swimming in the Ocean ~  

* 

OM Unity breath 

Who I am ~ in green? 

To come into the heart. 

Children holding so much energy for us. 

Throwing a Utopian Picture. 

It all has to fit in ‘Place’ too. 

* 

Don’t Get Stuck? 

‘You transmute the shit into a string of natural luster Pearls’ 

‘She was my girlfriend; I broke her leg playing, making love’ 

“You’re the foreign Invader you gotta have a Bigger Weapon” 

Have you lost the connection to Consciousness? 

In a 3D Gift set ~ Intention of the present 

Playing Beethoven at the Kumbh Mela! 

That what you are ~ not trying to be. 

Only Here & Now depends on us! 

You can only determine the future 

from this moment ~ Life Is NOW!
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Water is feeling 

Usually throwing flowers everywhere. 

He wants to keep everyone happy. 

The Houses are filled up with Planets. 

How the wave is unfolding ~ 

How you want to ride the wave. 

With their energy fields around you ~ you can adapt. 

Have to learn to direct it with your Mind ~ the emotion. 

Brings you to what you desire in your heart. 

Playing with this Russian Temptation ~  

falling in the Pool. 

* 

Holographic Consciousness 

It makes sense if you want it to make sense. 

Because everyone is full of common sense. 

Falling into the field of Truth & Oneness ~ 

Nice to have energy there, fill it up with Life. 

Yin Yang duality ~ Fractal of Mother Earth. 

Understanding that we are all One & Unique. 

Bringing it together ~ the separation is no more. 

* 

Little Red Riding Hood 

If you realize it. 

It’s there ~ put it into action. 

Everywhere you look is Fantastic! 

To be nice to the World. 

That’s what we’re told. 

You gotta find out, see how it is. 

‘I Am’ ~ ‘It’s Not Me!’ 

She makes me nervous like Jelly. 

I know only one Planet where her Sun is! 

‘Her karmic Venus * beingness with my outgoing energy’ 

Chakras ~ Truthfulness comes from the Heart. 

The Innermost will come out ~ Creative wave
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‘It never gets old’ 

“Baba you’re a big Cookie 

You attract all the little cookies” 

A treasure and a pleasure ~ 

For the Best of all giving yourself to the Highest. 

“Have your breakfast and do a little trip” 

He wants a bottle of Special K to become a hole. 

A few Slaughterers are left in the DNA helix! 

“Finally they reached the land of Shanti” 

On Astral Flights. 

* 

Life Is Living. 

Flipped out with irradiated meat. 

Relativity ~ ‘It’s All God In Action’ 

How tight can you hold onto the 3rd dimension 

every time you have a thought? Try 2012 ~ 

“Everything is OK; Don’t question Authority!” 

The Architects of Control have turned up…. 

Transmutation ~ Allowing the Lotuses to bloom. 

Met her making graffiti on Atlantis’ curvy walls ~ 

* 

Legend of Holy God Fearing Lands 

‘Merkaba’ is an Israeli Tank! 

(Originally built in the UK!) 

* 

‘Intelligent Design’ 

H2O the most abundant molecule * 70% of Planet’s surface! 

They tuned into it by mistake; Where did that come from then? 

Not suitable for children or for those of a nervous disposition ~ 

Took her for a Spiritual Ecstasis date to a hot Venusian Love-In. 

Children making an evolutionary leap ~ from the Stars to Stars 

I touched a nerve, ‘Reality’ Odyssey ~ transmutation in dreams. 

Leading the new interface ~ along the edge of Outer Space
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‘Dis * Orientation’ 

Slips away now ~ Mind Chaos! 

That’s why people get very Crazy 

holding onto the virtual Old Matrix. 

We are all guided anyhow 

It gets SEEN ~ Knowing we Change places 

In & out anytime ~ anywhere. 

The Prodigal son looking Inside now 

* 

Imprinting 

That’s when you need the camera 

Ukrainian beauty in a hot Jacuzzi. 

Sannyasins living in a Maharaja’s Palace 

Being in a Love commune 

The Spirit of 0 in between ~ 

Plus & minus the connective past 

Invoking the bliss to come in. 

That’s a Big one the rest is Banana bullshit. 

Only beingness ~ as much as we can get Ego out of the way 

so that Spirit can work through us ~ Transmuting the Zero 

* 

Violet Flame 

Subtle energies on Omni quantum levels 

Rotations of a heart around your body 

at night feeling ~ Rejuvenation. 

“You have to make the spark light” 

How will fire burn without a spark? 

Sometimes two sparks come together 

(& you both burn brightly in her Fire) 

Implosion ~ the more you go in ~ you go out 

Choosing between + - ~ 0 flowing with it all. 

Consciousness is listening to what you say. 

If YOU are not in the way ~ Look at this 

“DREAMS ARE TRUE”
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Labeling 

The Ultimate Maya. 

“I AM GOD” “You’re an Angel or a fiend” 

Doing the Onion Naga Baba Meditation. 

Peeling off the layers ~ “What’s left is You” 

No Humbleness ~ the Harder the fall. 

Corruption, Exploitation, “You are Dictators!” 

All blowing away in the same dust 

* 

“It is Lucky” 

that’s what you should say about everything! 

‘We Are Non-Personal Spirit’ 

‘Light Up Your Shadow’ 

* 

‘Straight from Anjuna Beach!!!’ 

“Goa’s a State of Mind not a Place” 

We look after each other at Parties… 

I imagine things on many different Levels 

Amazingly 

“What a difference a Chillum makes….” 

“If you get dropped ~ You go down” 

* 

Pheromoaning Decoration 

Passion is determining whose behaviour? 

Really can it be true ~ To give it a Push! 

Everyone’s in their own frequency ~ tweaking. 

Ends up a Colonel very quickly, very wealthy! 

‘They carried her out the jungle on a stretcher; 

Front Line reporting from the 17th Parallel’ 

Found her opposite animal through smell. 

“All the fit birds will be up there at night” 

Unfortunately killed the natural cycle ~ 

So they’re Extinct
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Another Genesis 

Naked Adam & Eve with their apple tree snake. 

False reporting, ‘Hash Syringes in Junkies’ arms.’ 

You couldn’t make it up, they do here, full corruption! 

What happened to those pure Bottichelli sense instants? 

If you’re sittin’ where my mother’s sittin’ in the UK. 

It’s all Doom and Gloom with never ending rain, tax on tax, 

violence, with Moslem fanatics who want to cut your throat! 

From where I’m sittin’ it’s lovely psychedelic magic ~ 

in a beautiful garden of delights 

* 

Normal Indian Ideology 

Always weaving down the Middle of the road ~ 6 on a Vespa. 

Suicidal driving, coming out right in front of you with his family!  

Sliding down, avoiding gopis leading their holy cows in trance. 

Walking three abreast all wearing black in the middle of the night. 

The dazzling Deluxe 4W. SUV with full beam glaring headlights! 

My genes fuckin’ your genes ~ Off on some natural selection. 

The biggest one wins, “I Love Jesus like everyone else” 

* 

Seeds 

To realise 

Is to get it ~ 

To hold it in you. 

You manifest it ~ embody it. 

Needs nerves of steel spiders! 

* 

‘Nerve Agent’ 

A little Psilocybin Air Freshener ~ embracing my uniqueness! 

Water Oxygen & Sunshine; Still some Blue fin Tuna out there ~ 

Our atmosphere is like a thin lick of paint around Mother Earth. 

Myriads of tipping points, ‘If you don’t listen to the Government 

You’re a Terrorist!’ ~ That shuts people up!
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Silky Woman 

Hard Core stuff * hit by the acid Thunderbolt! Beautiful* 

A good idea, putting a picture of Ganesh on the bottle. 

Gotta get a Happy Bar! THC. ‘The Happy Club’. 

Nice to see; Is she fuckin’ mad? 

“I remember when I woke up out of my dream” 

Remembering my nightmares. 

Vikings they party hard! 

On an old Soviet airbase ~ Celebrating 

The anniversary of the fall of the Wall! 

* 

Full Lemon Topaz Sky Wave 

There is no time so what is memory? 

Sitting outside a Temple in the city of…. 

No Conditioning, no elephants in chains! 

“Can’t overcome hate by hate only by Love” 

You have to love your cancer, any Malady! 

Swimming in the psychedelic Sea of Galilee 

Believing in Gracefully ~ over the Predatory. 

Growing the sweetest mangoes in living fields. 

Intentional, understanding change ~ clear Samadhi. 

Transmutation ~ A lovely daughter’s smile of Bhakti.  

* 

Gorgeous Gowns 

Don’t fuck round with female Zen warriors in bright red boots, 

flying as romantic heroines through the trees without emotions. 

How Amazing is that! Colours Psychedelically * Superbly real. 

Walking on water, in love with the sky ~ reflections of your eye. 

“I’m willing to die in order to help your righteous cause!” 

Funky Punky Spunky World; Each grain of life is so Precious. 

Highest Honour for a Sentimental Heart ~ 

“Let Love Come Shining through Your Eyes”
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Freedom Isn’t a Big Rejection 

A lioness rearing a gazelle ~ it didn’t try to run away… 

Licking it, sleeping together, it escaped in the dark night. 

‘All beings are revealed in the light’ 

 “Can I kill one in the morning?” Operating which frequency? 

“He’s got an arrow in him ~ not thinking of heaven or hell” 

Life freedom is more than an Expectation ~ Spirit’s resonation. 

Stuck Bamboo shoots under his fingernails! Our free will! 

‘Clockwork Orange in Copenhagen or that hot Sauna thing?’ 

He did Full Goa Flip Out! & Ironed out the Blackest Knights. 

Visiting the Temple in the Capitale! 

* 

Faeries’ Inner * Blooms 

King & Queen of the elves; She was powerful and so light ~ 

I met her, we made a pair with all sorts of help from nature. 

People are given such bad pictures from the outside of Aliens. 

When they show up we’ll be guided by them back to ourselves. 

The chaos has to be BIG for people to get it & go through it! 

Ultra Deep Field * pictures exist 13 Billion years back in time. 

One day the story of the Sun * Moon will come to an end! 

The masters will appear & put it all in place because there’s 

DIVINE ORDER 

* 

A Big Drama 

People didn’t even want to take her to the airport! 

Thought she was a Kali Space cookie ~ Full Power force. 

Throw it out to set a point ~ Who’s the one having to live it? 

Because you never know what’s going to happen next ~ 

So just be happy with the now ~ anywhere on our/the Planet. 

Such a strong Constellation ~ for your Celestial consideration. 

“Don’t be shocked that I have to leave straight away” Taking it; 

rippling waves of deep conscious feelings on nature’s Inner lake
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RAW Emotional Field 

“…don’t remember what I did & don’t really care. 

Laying down with a strong bamboo pipe ~ 

Need a Catalyst to Open it up and make it High. 

Mixing it with an Aspirin. 

Lying on a wooden pillow with a small fire in the hut 

and the Opium Doctor gave me 21 pipes in a row! 

Trying to piss for an hour, hammered in cold sweats. 

Who knows what plays in People’s psychology? 

It’s the Reaction of the drug on the person 

& Some people see only rainbows on Acid!” 

* 

Man is a Barbarian & She’s a Holiday Robot 

You lost the Inspiration! Embrace Landscape ~ 

There are no mistakes ~ all learning Processes. 

Thanks for Recognising this ~ they’re Goddesses. 

Supreme Unconditional Love ~ A Complete Teaching. 

“We better love it, I do love it ~ I want to love it even more!” 

10 things going round my head couldn’t relate to the Present. 

Reflecting on it, taking It As It Is ~ to the Heart of being Human 

* 

No More People Please! 

‘Remembering’ > Paranoia /\ Trust/\Serenity of Peaceful Joy. 

‘B12. for deficiency in Metabolism of every cell in the body ~’ 

‘Kambo’ ~ frog medicine for a dysfunctional nervous system? 

Experimenting going with the flow ~ Living through the song. 

She’s deeply hurt, blaming, seeing things from different angles. 

Showed them the ways to find themselves, to accept the Love. 

Celebrate (your) Life ~ full Protection of the little Buddhas. 

The Individual Process ~ What sort of Living Consciousness? 

‘Wherever we end up we gotta be able to wear flip flops all year.’ 

Painting the Great wave ~ ‘In Goa every day’s a holiday Baba’ 

Triggering deep things, do you Live it? ~ “feeling so at Peace”
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Anyone for Survival ~ Rewiring Forked Tongues! 

“You’re either with us or are Terrorists” Double Think/Speak! 

‘Time is marching on’ Using fear and violence to Control us. 

Doing it then blaming it on your enemies; see infowars.com 

Winding up the people pretext; Terrorists, lies, whistle blowers. 

Oil & Armament’s Industries in a ‘designated free speech zone’ 

Wild Bill, Jim Beam, Goebbels and the Taliban in the Sheraton. 

Who collapsed building 7? What was their diabolic game plan? 

Holding the Blueprints ‘Knowledge is Power ~ free your Minds’ 

‘In a world of universal deceit telling the truth is revolutionary’ 

There’s a bully in every tribe, manipulation enslaving ourselves. 

‘One idea can get us out of here’~ alas Authoritarian distortions! 

Dreams or nightmares becoming reality! Make it happen, do it! 

Our Hearts are in the right place, taking 2 red Happy chill Pills! 

Welcome to a massive Orwellian vision of the future come True. 

‘Afraid of opening the door ~ of your cage and going out!’ 

Being given the free will to change ~ 

* 

A Rocky Mountain High! 

All sitting around the fireside ~ feeling a hot Tandoori. 

Breaking her chain of Illusions! That was a Total cock up too! 

At least should have done ‘Seven Steps to Surviving in Nature’ 

Accountable ~ to whom? Only their Corporate sponsors 1st. 

‘Goldman Sucks Gov. here comes money, Professional Fucker! 

Every moment you Create this feeling ~ Spirit is always with you. 

Going somewhere can’t go back, why do I expect conscious people? 

It’s not Aliens just a fight with a bunch of uncaring Satanists! 

Don’t deny beingness outside the World ~ You feel the Shift..! 

Wanting everyone to share Information; Start talking ‘bout it. 

How about some party? You look like you were really wasted. 

Coke gives you a High ego you’ll never feel confident without it! 

Last night, on the full bottle; Poker ~“The Money Is the demon.” 

Two years later moving back to a trailer park with their Elvis wig!
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Be 

AWARE 

of the dog 

* 

Primal 

Going through the Hula-hoop to get the Hot girl! 

Is ~ Yin () Yang of the Bing Bang! 

Babaji ~ he is blissed out through his meditation. 

His Master told him to give it all away. 

Make a building site for the devotees; 

Invite a few Psychic Rock stars. 

Met a Male Geisha at the bar ~ 

The Guru holding up a mirror to Yourself. 

“Have you had the dream?” 

* 

‘Wake & Bake’ 

“We’re all rattlin’ around in the same cages 

being Guided.... 

“The Rock comes to you” 

Smacks you in the face….sorry! 

The Rock comes to your realisation ~ 

Jedi Knights practicing as a legal Canadian Religion! 

Here the Psytrance Temple’s sending out 144 beats/sec. 

“What do you think of that?” praying in a Peyote pulpit. 

Putting your algorithms up with the Swamis ~ 

Raising the Vibration 

* 

‘Last Hippie Standing’ 

“The neighbours got the cockerel evicted 

Can’t have a cockerel here!” 

She had to get rid of it ~ 

Squatting over a hole full of shit! 

It’s not anything to do with it. 

“It’s being here”
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A Juicy Fig 

dissolving feeling Mind physical body. 

No mind ~ going with the sensation only. 

Shakespeare coming through the people 

Who Allow themselves to channel it ~ 

‘The Innocence*Treasure of a child’ 

Just the sound of the moment 

Auric Jewels 

* 

Starring Into 

A smoky quartz crystal from Brazil; 

“It’s a Living being.” 

Reflecting the moment ~ 

by the reflection you give it. 

How do you Program the Crystal? 

‘You Are The Crystal’ by Itself 

No strings attached ~ 

Fall into the Universe 

* 

Blue Moon 

Seeing the Mirages all standing up. 

Your Mind and body disconnecting ~ 

Drowned in a bag of horse tranquiliser! 

You won’t die but you might flip out awhile. 

How directly attuned/atomed are you? 

60’s LSD. a U S. ‘Top Secret’ ~ leaked out. 

Capt. Methrie found it as the way to Heaven! 

It’s in India whichever Level you want to find. 

Enlightened being in that field. 

No questions 

* 

Bruce Lee 

“Don’t think ~ feel”
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Cosmic ~ Changing 

It’s between the lines 

Silence in the space 

Let Spirit take over ~ 

Expression of synergy 

On many multi levels at once. 

In the moment ~ can’t force it 

Have to give the Allowance for Spirit to come 

Now that you Own it! 

Staying in that Power 

* 

‘Dummkopf’ ~ Each moment is the same intrinsically 

Direct Recall ~ Recognition for myself. 

To Allow yourself to see that You Are the Doer of It. 

Let the Ego out of the way ~ through Thought Life comes. 

That’s why ‘Thought Control’ is quite the Point. 

Being of Innocence. 

* 

Flowers from all over the World with Consciousness of Love. 

“It’s Sharing and over the Sharing the Love comes” 

The Enjoyment ~ of the bliss Over the feeling body 

Because it’s Overflowing ~ Fulfillment 

* 

Calling Kali Power! 

Each moment is the same intrinsically as transmuting now 

The Quality of having to face Your*self all the time ~ 

Intensity of Life! The Sun will run out of Hydrogen one day. 

It’s a Kali feeling ~ Life or death; How Conditioned we are! 

Who Am I? Discovering ~ an enlightened Robot from Area 151! 

Keep them all in the herd ~ brainwashed, Brain dead, flipped! 

Nothing to Live for ~ clockin in, clockin out for next to nout! 

How do they keep them all going daily to the factory gates. 

I’m feeling free dancing psytrance ~ Thinks we’re Crazy!
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God Molecule ~ Intention #55 

Living eggs ~ Crystalised in the undulating pumping Matrix. 

Thoughts outside processed through your Brain’s CPU. filters. 

‘Reality is in front of your eyes’, seeing ~ insight*Pineal gland! 

“has to get darker before it gets lighter” “An absence of light is 

not darkness;” Balance of Duality ~I’m a stranger in Paradise. 

The Golden Mean starts a Heart chakra of Unconditional love. 

Into Zero point field, a diamond sphere where it’s all combined. 

Reactivate the biochemic*electromagnetic Aura around yourself 

Realignment of Micro to Macro Cosmosis ~Trusting in Feeling 

* 

Sacred Language 

“Let’s Get Activated!” Inhale  ~ exhale 34 * 21 

Visualisation ~ don’t forget it’s a 3D dimension. Light & dark! 

Looking for a whirling Vortex, dropping out of the Cosmic ether 

Discovering a Hopi village with Stealth bombers over the hill! 

Gateway through Quantum energetic fields bouncing radiation. 

Witnessing the beauty of a moment ~ key frequency of the Heart. 

‘It’s a gift it’s a Jewel’ 

* 

‘Artists’ ~ “Aren’t we all!” 

Trained to listen to Orders; You’re weird & totally Unique! 

The kids are with them, not so brainwashed, more free spirit. 

Psilocybin’s sacred geometry ~ flooding full Sun light healing. 

‘There is no Hell.’ 

* 

Free as a  Satyriassis bird Baba 

“High on Life man!” ~ “She’s happy I’m happy” 

“When I met my 2nd wife I was seeing 4 women, 

Missis Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. 

Friday & Saturday out looking for Miss Thursday.” 

“This is my Life ~ This is who I am” 

“She knows I can swing me hips”
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Free Diving on the other side of the frequency galaxy 

To Unlearn The ‘Doing process’ ~ being the ‘Letting go process’ 

Try to Remember, in time how, in tune now, of a different soul. 

Aware, realizing ~ Open telepathy On this matter of the Mind. 

Tuning asteroids, Universal alignment out into the Photon belt. 

“They’re here to work with us because we have a Free Will *Heart.” 

Feeling it inside the ‘Love Baba’ beach shack. 

“The Real Security is In the Trust” 

‘Be Realistic & expect miracles’ 

‘Accept is better than to Expect’. 

“It Includes ~ doesn’t Exclude” 

falling into the Ocean as a drop  

* 

Compassion 

Heart is the Key to the next Level ~ 

Trust to Trust ~ playing out the game. 

‘The Best Zen’ 

* 

Intention ~ Finer Tuning 

Jedi Masters better than Ninjas, if you do it with a good Heart 

Frequencies of light ~ darkness tries to get it into a black hole! 

“Not a Spaceship, it was rainbow light! Open Up ~ be a channel” 

There are no mistakes, the Vedas put their pictures up ~ 

Self Allowance ~ All different in the Universe 

as you’re still saying * ‘It’s happening Outside’ 

Based on what people have told you! Fears, desires, tears 

in the next moment getting over the fearful pattern of Aliens. 

“It can only be in the now ~ of the 6th chakra” 

The Imaginary are the illusions of Resistance. 

‘Life is fulfilled by Living Life’ 

Because Life is a Mirror ~ An Endless source. 

You know it will just flow ~ open yourselves 

Continuous Transmutation ~
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Neurology Flips Flaps 

Chained a Baby Elephant to a metal spike! 

It always defeated itself ~ Couldn’t escape. 

Give those strong Grizzly bears a F… J O B! 

Parasite of Man, Industrialisation of nature. 

Selective Vision ~ every bird’s an Opportunity! 

* 

YOU 

Why Explore Space when we live on undiscovered Planet Earth? 

The Whole Universe is Essence ~ 

Do you ever want a private moment? 

Having to use your Mind ~ Turning it On/Off! 

You’re the Master of your own being 

Not the Victim 

* 

Inner 

Drop In 

Drop Out 

to fall in ~ 

The nature of our being * Cosmic 

Science of inner Consciousness ~ 

* 

Talmud 

“Get a lobotomy you’ll be fine!” 

‘Trained to think’ 

so You evolve ~ 

* 

Of Spring being cherished 

“When you enter her you are her husband” 

“What sort of Love is in a strawberry condom?” 

‘Children are the fruits of Love’ 

LOVE IS ETERNAL
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High Magnification 

A microfossil come all the way from our neighbour Mars ~ 

Welcome to Antarctica suspended animation in the Permafrost, 

frozen Microbes waiting to be revived after millions of years. 

Never thought we were alone in the Universe. 

How could you when we live in fields of Cosmic energy? 

“When we ran into the rock” “Meteorite tinted green #8401 

Containing Martian life!” * “It stood out in my Mind” 

Looking for life is the search for liquid water, makes it work, 

main constituent of every cell; Molecules love surfing in it ~ 

Entering Mars’ orbit, deploying Gamma radiation instruments 

saw a big Hydrogen signal, main constituent element in H2O. 

Found a vast 5000 Kms. wide Ocean in the southern hemisphere. 

2001 an Odyssey to the Red Planet, exploring the outer galaxies 

for fields of juicy watermelons. 

* 

Hot Birds * Eggs in Space 

Seeds participating in the field ~ 

Plants attracted to the light ~ Pollinated by bees on sticks. 

What lifts your Spirit ~ Water has feelings too. 

What you put out will come back  

* 

The Belly Dancing Sufigettes 

‘Presence’ ~ No More * No Less. 

School ~ She loved the brainwashing…. 

Riding the dappled horses of Peche-Merle 

Power of a Pussy field’s super magnetic synergy 

Singing Love songs ~ Rhythm, timing ~ frequency. 

Fulfilling your needs from a simple twinkle in her eye. 

All depends on the right company, “look nice & Alive!” 

It’s just a picture you give yourself ~ “Don’t look down!” 

If we want it we have to give it Life, don’t try to qualify it. 

Whirling on a wave of trusting trusting trusting ad infinitum
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‘Made with Love’ 

Life Alive*Accepting No substitute 

or Addiction from not being in touch ~ 

with the essential Aliveness (that you are). 

Try concentrating on your (Prana) breath 

Not on being Unfulfilled, just being me ~ 

Why do you think, believing you need more? 

Why is that woman wearing a hood like a falcon? 

Wants to make herself Unattractive, she succeeded! 

Why are the scary vultures living in Golden Palaces? 

Why are All those babies still dying of malnutrition? 

What happened to the Garden of Eden for Mankind? 

Put a petrol station on it and a guillotine on the hill! 

Developed a Universal portfolio, created Private Property. 

Who’s talking about saving the Earth after gang raping her 

in a ghetto and terrifying her sister by cutting off her clitoris? 

A dream enslaving her or wanting her to be his beauty Queen. 

Where is the truth, the realization of humanite, egalite, liberte? 

“What’s bloody Ignorance gotta do with it?” 

* 

It’s Outrageous Symbiosis. 

Animals can’t see their reflection in a mirror; It’s a possibility? 

All the creatures are dead synergy ~ Oceans filthy & empty! 

The bleached coral reef is only full of fish bones ~ 

But you made really good HD. nature documentaries. 

The last Manta rays went into a Chinese tonic, for what? 

Call Sheiki Ali, Abu Dhabi for some Rare exotic product. 

Buy it on the internet delivered to your door by Express. 

Allowing such economic exploitation of our natural world! 

‘The Rich get richer & the poor get even poorer, others extinct’ 

“You’re beating me, you’re the Madman!” Tyrant’s Power trip! 

Simply live in tune with yourself and the environment as One. 

“Be an Individual & be all of it at the same time.” 

That’s the trick Baba
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Golden Balls 

Nicely done as a sacred Mandala ~ 

The flow going around ~ kept on track. 

Playing with the Power of her maracas. 

Making the Rhythm ~ holding you tight. 

‘It is called Work ~ 

WORK ON YOURSELF’ 

Everyone is invited on the Trip. 

* 

Santa*Daime 

Legally Religious ~ You make your own contact. 

Singing & dancing together ~ Best not to think. 

DON’T THINK 

* 

‘Captain of the Trip’ 

Got it from Peru 

It’s Divine 

Wine of the vine. 

“A life of Domestic Bliss 

driving me Crazy” 

Can’t love the painted walls anymore. 

* 

‘The Rock Will Come To You’ 

Respectful to Genesis’ ~ Creation of the lovely flower of Life. 

She chose classic emeralds rather than sparkling diamonds. 

Living in Fairyland ~ “Give me the Facts & Figures…. 

There is No Life in there!!!” 

“It’s not often someone gives you a packet of Condoms 

that you thought were biscuits!” ‘Great fuckin’ Acid!’ 

Magical mushrooms, sublime psilocybin, ecstatic MDMA. 

We had it all over our faces ~ broken sugar crystal*cubes. 

“When we come together at parties we Create ~ 

All this lovely energy”
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Your Own Boosters 

“The left hemisphere is less Creative reducing its ability to solve 

problems in a more abstract way ~ of brain processing.” 

Be in harmony with Creation, with the One Planet Herb. 

Compassion ~ You are what you are, within an essence. 

As my outer man wastes away my Inner man renews each day. 

‘Get pure by rejecting everything that’s not pure’ 

“I can respect Bush for being an Idiot but I can’t respect Blair 

for being an Idiot.” Pawns ~ who can make the mob Shanti? 

In the Spirit world rebalancing the Mind. 

“I wasn’t thinking I was listenin’ ~ to no sound 

‘Happy gettin’ battered’ 

* 

Remembering to Remember 

“I was living in a banana shack ~ by the Ocean. 

Came home saw a cow in the hut ~ standing on my mattress, 

It has eaten all the vegetables, clothes & pictures on the wall. 

He’s standing on the mattress and shitting! 

Can you Imagine ~ I went out beyond my Limit! 

Gave it a whack ~ the cow jumped through the wall 

and broke the House ~ the roof came down!” 

Maybe he was a Master in disguise ~ 

testing your patience? I had to laugh. 

* 

Golden Sun (Sold in 1 gm. pieces) 

Holding it in your hand * Feeling it! 

Is it a good Gold Mine? Ask the miners. 

“We are here to Enjoy.” 

Crystals vibrating the Earth. 

Throwing all the bling, diamonds overboard…. 

Never seem to have time ~ is it all about the down? 

“I once bought a diamond ~ 

I got betrayed”
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‘Living on Delight’ 

‘To be or not to be’ ~ In the Process of not losing Power. 

Full Sunshine, light reflecting across a big ochre colored wall 

“Don’t waste Your time…. Wake Up” 

“You become Wisdom and Compassion giving up, surrendering 

mediocrities the melodramas of Self” Tweaking some telepathy. 

“Anywhere I drop the body is the Perfect place.” ~ Ram Dass 

* 

Frightening Fears 

Let’s bring out High Quality Love Vibes. 

Don’t listen to the bullshit resonating ~ 

‘Find Love on your TV. - Press the Red button’ 

“Every being is their own God” Is this Message Clear? 

Children’s unconditional love is Revelation 

* 

No Pressure 

“I’m more complex than I thought” 

the perversity & fears of men…. Why? 

Media keeping us in a daily State of anxiety. 

Stop stressing out ~ reacting to the psycho-drama. 

Reminding myself ~ Ego separating light and night! 

‘Going beyond the best concepts of life’ 

The vulnerable connection, as good as it gets. 

What is Reality? The basic human goodness. 

“The World Is Beautiful” 

Not in Control of yourself ~ just being 

flowing with streams of consciousness 

swimming in a sea of love 

* 

Agni’s Hot ~ Polarities’ dualities 

Chilling out with the very early pagan, Psychedelic Babas ~ 

The Animation is not for money; Your satisfaction is Important. 

Making A Point, “I want nothing to attach me ~ Nothing”
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Giving Confirmation 

Channeling understandable vibrations in the brain ~ 

Antarius Transmitting Mid station ~ less resistances. 

A piece of a Bigger Cake ~ not a bag of smack! 

They’re talking through existence. 

Collaborating ~ on the right track 

* 

                                                        Nano * Software 

CCTV; Mood detectoring, Sensor Imaging, web cams. 

Following your movements, your colours in the chaos ~ 

Iris’ & facial recognition; Your heartbeats in your halo. 

“We go for the Free Ones always” 

The Best Quality for that 

Lookin’ in my direction. 

A collecting of energy 

Putting all the Beauty,  

all the Art, all the Love 

In that Place. 

* 

Freedom in the Expression 

This Clear Consciousness 

* Everyone is Welcome * 

Soundtrack of Confessions ~ 

We already know the Controls. 

* 

Inexhaustible Vacuum Source 

Allowance to come back or not into the Matrix of this body 

Popping in popping out of being ~ Potentiality. 

Zero Point Field ~ energy 10 to the power 40 

“Empty space was bursting with activity” 

Dynamic patterns of energetic exchange 

Rising passing away rising passing away ~ 

Brahma Vishnu Shiva radiating every frequency. 

Create Your Universe
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Healing*Feeling 

Upside down on the Cosmic ceiling ~ 

In the Zero Point field, E=mc2 reeling 

Gliding across her naked cheeks ~  

flirting with rising pure potentials 

Omnipresent quantum particles 

Which Level of magma Reality? 

* 

Sea of motion ~ Quantum waves of light 

Heisenberg’s ~ ‘Uncertainty Principle’ 1927 

‘Can’t determine energy level absolutely ~ 

as the particle is always changing ~ always 

possessing fluctuations of ‘residual movement’ 

detectable in temperatures of absolute Zero’. 

No matter, no motion, lowest possible energy state. 

Infinite Pachimama is the primal ‘field of fields’ 

* 

Scrambling into Space 

‘If you can’t blind them with brilliance baffle them with bullshit’ 

‘Take it on, take it off’ ~ What’s it mean? “I don’t Know.” 

‘I do my life’ ~ ‘I be my life’ ‘Your own Choice Program’  

“This Is My Life” they shot themselves in the heart with greed. 

Who’s the Barbarian presenting them with smallpox blankets? 

“It’s a Minefield out there.” “Kali’s woken up!” 

* 

“Roots are for Plants!” 

Pain is a resistance to not letting the feeling energies  

flow ~ trapped in our bodies ~ Our natural Speed. 

Rubber tyres still holding the life force of the Plant Planet. 

Who’s lookin’ for the right mutation to kill 80% of people off? 

Given Toxic Mercury vaccines that will never leave your body. 

Paying for your own demise with Tax dollars; ‘These will Kill!’ 

Biological Warfare, you will become a Cloned drone on Codex! 

Aroma of Nicotine ~ Chemicals opening the doors to a Space!
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Sharing Files from Outer Space 

“You may be only one person in the world, 

but you may also be the world to one person” 

Destroyed the working class ~ made into y/our Criminal class! 

Transcending Our Sense of Ourselves ~ 

‘It’s Beyond Our Human Experience’ 

‘Art should be Liberated from the Dead ~ of a Material World. 

‘What is Your State of Idealism?’ (Identification/conceptualist) 

‘Accessible in harmonies ~ constantly questioning her own ID. 

The different trans * formations ~ moving her ‘Self’ through 

futuristic landscapes, philosophic discourses, multi languages.’ 

‘Embracing Chance & other Organic processes ~ 

extended into Installation and the Environment 

Beyond the Gallery’ 

* 

As It Is 

‘Aborigines singing the World into being’ 

‘On our deepest level we share our dreams’ 

I’ve done my Rain thing ~ It’s as good as it gets. 

‘I live my Jupiter in surreal domestic blissfulness’ 

I make my own shit happen, trained as horses to obey! 

Why wouldn’t you want to be in the moment? 

In the now? “She’s really in a mess!” 

‘Happy belly happy Mind’ 

‘Everyone be happy’ 

I like my Open eyes wide Open. 

Awareness of addicts, somewhere to get a fix. 

“I’m well here” “What you wearing?” 

There is no time ~ therefore what is memory? 

At the Psilocybin gates of Quantum Faith 

Outside a Temple, in the city of …….. 

No Conditioning, No False nostalgia, No Greed. 

In the Zero Point field ~ completely omnipresent
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‘Unworthy’ 

‘The Republican National Committee in Washington 

reacted in Disbelief at the awarding of the Nobel 

Peace Prize to the President of the United States.’ 

“Well they would say that wouldn’t they?” 

No comment.. but a nice Rose garden. 

* 

‘Nude Revolution’ 

I’m headin’ down to string & micro thong beach 

Got a palm house by the sea on hot bikini Island. 

Express your Non Diabolic thoughts and feelings 

Everybody in the World wants to smile. 

Don’t bring that misery near me! 

Let’s go on a Peyote vision quest. 

LSD*happy experience consciously. 

* 

Two wrongs don’t make it right! 

Terrible things done in the name of Corporate ‘National Interest’ 

Their Enemy were using Psychics to dismantle nuclear missiles! 

USA used them to find another of those suspected dirty bombs. 

Had to torture (stress techniques)people to get some information! 

More & more horrific collateral damage promoted as acceptable. 

Shot at dawn! Effects of bad Karma on y/our health! 

* 

Being*Independent 

Hypnotising you with a full spectrum of craving expectations. 

Who is feeding the prisoner, given any Incentive to react? 

How do you feel ~ what do you believe? 

How do you know you’re not lost anymore? 

Where is anyone in this overpopulated world? 

The System is Authorised to allow ~ Sunshine after rain. 

Nuclear Weapons ~ A criminally Insane Ideology as Real! 

Wars through remote control! “I’m leaving you, I’m sorry”
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Rio Babylon 

There is this life force thing, 

there is the spirit thing ~ 

Best to look after auto immune system. 

Starts with a Bang and an incident! 

What triggered the seeming accident? 

What was there to cause the Bang? 

Potentiality of Pythagorean Ignition. 

Ask questions into unknown territory. 

Is nature a coincidence or is it not 

Is something higher ~ Synergy Socrates? 

Resurrection of an esoteric living planet. 

Receiving voices, music from the spheres. 

Choosing the right frequencies ~ 

Meditating on Eve breathing 

* 

Worthless Paper 

Controlling More Indebtedness, Your Self - generating Slavery! 

Income Tax Enslavement, Cryptocratic Psycho culture vultures. 

Wars sustained purely for the Profit of a few, despair of the many! 

Announcing a New Gestapo to the people to comply with Or! 

‘Divide Conquer & Rule’ their tool, inflamed, backing all sides! 

One World Government only for ‘Superior Elites’ and cheats. 

Been breeding hate & fear, getting them to destroy each other! 

Who’s administering your inalienable rights of ‘Free Choice’ ~ 

A gang of Cosa nostra fascists  

* 

Pagan Child 

‘The Mind Creates the Universe with a thought ~’ 

Aspiration Inspiration, battles of Power & Respect. 

Life in itself is Perfect ~ Suffering is a concept. 

Crucified on a Cross for all to see, to Fear being Free! 

Honoring they serve your Spirit ~ not pressing down on you
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Spooky Scratch 

Has he got an official fluorescent turban? 

Just cloning it out ~ for the good of us all! 

It’s not over until the anorexic girl sings…. 

‘Nothing comes from nowhere’ 

We are innocent ~ Saw a full pink moon. 

“I don’t give a fuck about English cricket, 

I’d rather chew my foot off” 

Don’t Accept it to Reject it …. Salvation. 

“One man’s drug is another man’s medicine” 

‘Dead humans enjoy the same legal rights as live humans.’ 

“To sell one is illegal; You can only donate it.” 

You gotta be Magnanimous 

Everything Is possible 

* 

Feed back of a Hot Bird 

From a sumptuous risen land 

Live Bio ~ Prana all the time 

Enlivening your life ~ force 

Energises chi crystallised waters ~ 

Or the Man from the Ministry knows best? 

“He’s held on the technical charge of Abandoning a body” 

Feels Real! 

* 

Pursuit of Profit? 

Happiness drives you to that; Keep it together ~ full feelings. 

At Picasso’s Abstract Cubist Bakery, Dali’s Surreal pastry. 

‘No longer seeing Representation as foremost function of Art’ 

Beyond the definition of the medium, experiencing its elements. 

‘Embracing chance and other Organic processes ~ 

or Moulding people into the Desired Pattern of Consumption? 

Capturing our Genes, Corporations patent the blueprint of life! 

All our human relationships are being turned into Commerce!
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Rock & Soul in Babylon 

Where’s Country Joe & his fish when you need them? 

“What are we Looking for, What are they fighting for?” 

“Gimme a P - E - A - C - E 

In I - R - A - Q & an A - F - G - H - A - N - I - S - T - A - N” 

You Despotic Empire, Next stop is I - R - A - N 

need a change send in Captain Beefheart with the light Infantry 

Calling up Major Tom, General Santana, Master Leonard, 

Queen Joni, King Jimi playing the Global village anthem! 

“& it’s 1 2 3 4 what we livin’ for ~ next stop is Tehran!” 

Still don’t give a fuck, RPG’s * Exploding in Kirkut! 

“Another speedy cat with wild eyes * groovy ~ 

& it’s 7 8 9 10 blown up the whole of Jerusalem! 

Hallelujah, feels like the Planet’s already dead. 

Blackwater’s putting a bullet in the back of her head! 

Executed the family with a cluster of Phosphor bombs 

Raped & Tortured all her invited wedding guests. 

Collateral damage, Napalmed a lost generation. 

Yeah come on dude, called it a ‘Disaster area’! 

“Is there a human still in the house?” 

“What are you on?” 

* 

Pearly Gates 

An Invasion of babies, bees & giant locusts. 

‘Life is Not an Invention of Corporations ~’ 

‘This is gonna work in a lovely green place’ 

How difficult is this to Understand brother? 

Milked their cows & stole their hay! 

Is Progress contributing to a fair shake? 

No fighting for the Visual acid. 

‘The water’s nice’ ~ beautiful naked dip. 

Feeling natural’s not wrong. 

Lovely Inner workings
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‘How are you all out there?’ 

No one to Love, gone walkabout! 

Rusty nails pounded into her chest ~ 

Lungs & throat of a rosy heart chakra. 

Lookin’ everywhere not to be useless. 

‘No No No No Honey don’t you leeeeve me!’ 

‘ONLY WANT TO LOVE YOU 

& SOMEONE TO LOVE ME’ 

P L E A S E 

* 

Mess Call 

“It’s not Steak & Eggs or anything but it’s good food” 

“We’re Feedin’ each other” 

Turned up with a couple o’ fish and loaves. 

“Got a son at Woodstock ~ 

another in a helicopter in the D M Z” 

“Thank You very much.” 

‘Far Out Man’ 

* 

‘I’m a Farmer’ 

Living days of Peaceful, Love energy ~ 

“With a little help from my friends” 

‘You’ve Proven something to the World!’ 

Letting it Blast! 

“I see we meet agin” 

Desperate to end the Viet Nam War…. 

A Star Spangled banner squealin’ 

through a Purple haze Experience ~ 

at the speed of light, Electric sparks flyin’ 

‘Excuse me while I kiss the sky’ 

‘Flowing out of my Mind ~ 

Glowing till the End of Time’ 

‘The Promise of Love’
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Strength to Live 

Found the concept of Freedom 

Tame your wild crazy Mind. 

What about me? Shut up! 

Be here and connect ~ 

Happier time not to think. 

A history of human Insanity 

Destroying the Planet with mad Intelligence. 

Wake up or come to an end. 

* 

Children being conditioned with an Identity ~ Crisis on horizon. 

There’s trouble falling for a crack head in agony of attachment. 

Trained to Stop the Original, where’s spontaneous sensitivity? 

* 

Communicating in the Emotional Field 

Where’s Victoria Vetri of ‘When Dinosaurs Ruled The Earth’ 

when you really need her? Liberate all scary, guilty, shameful 

demons in the shadows. “Where Am I?” Re create feeling it all. 

Don’t need any happy pills; Face up to the reality ~ Feels Real. 

Understanding the Processes, of pain, hate, desire, greed, loss. 

Don’t need to be a Victim or to cause another human disaster! 

Blaming others, sinking to the depths running from the Truth. 

Negative thoughts and actions living in your body and Mind. 

What do you want to put in your Space? Free Spirit or a slave? 

Allow it all be Super consciously, subtly & gasping delightfully. 

Your Suffering can become your teacher, learning of ‘Dukkha’. 

Getting to know ‘Maya’ falling for Ignorance being in a trance. 

Finding your unique gift 

* 

The Beginning 

It’s better Not to put a word ~ Where’s any of it going? 

Just let it go. Let the Divine be ~ “Let it be, let it be perfectly.” 

An homage to The Beatles & a Human brain’s Reconditioning!
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The Biosphere 

30 million other species being in It. 

Which King are you Listening to? 

Looking death in the Face 

with a smile in your heart. 

Did you work for a clear conscious 

Did you forgive the unforgivable 

Did you live for Love in Life 

Did you worship the gift of being 

Did you feel the Unconditional Love of Children 

Did you sacrifice all for the truth 

Did you plant the flowers of Peace 

Did you create the perception of transcendence 

Did you grow the seeds of a Spirit 

Into blossom….  

* 

In Chinese Scrolls 

Feeling lyrical Love poetry, experiencing intrinsic Revelationary. 

We wrote them together at a small calligraphy school in Guelin. 

I asked her if I could borrow her red ink, she became my mistress. 

Manifesting Exquisite Meditation Super Zen Potential ~ 

What is the essence of a flight of surreal arrows falling? 

Eros in a Full Feng Shui Force field of Clitterati ~ 

* 

‘Lotus Night’ 

“don’t let your memories kill you” she said. 

“You have to promise me one thing ……..” 

That stupid loop again ~ “Who are these people?” 

“While the battle unfolded in the depths of our Mind.” 

Lying in a sunny orchard dreaming ~ 

Listening to music of the heart ~ “Thank you.” 

Mother Earth ~ ‘Our Land, Our Trust, Our Heart, Our Love’ 

No more Ignorance, games of wanton destructive Egos! 

Sharing ‘Our Earth’ between us ~
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Mythological Emotional Heroes 

Confucian scholars put a knife through his heart. 

Kung Fu warriors with a greater inner character ~ 

Calligraphic symbols of movement into other levels. 

Silent obsessions ~ falling snow 

* 

Sexy Thongs 

Lusting Venus in Scorpio under Jupiter’s New Sun. 

Legs up, the tank in between, all that throbbing fun. 

Putting Boudicea’s Iceni daggers in her Chariot’s wheels ~ 

That’s how it feels, get out the way; Warriors coming through! 

‘This is my land’ She suffered a breakdown! Happy once again. 

“I came here from Rishikesh” ‘On an Inside job…. 

Fearful of not finding the sides ~ If it’s Real stick it in!’ 

It’s all about Vibration  

* 

‘Self * Centred’ 

“We’re here experiencing our Divine, Sacred self” 

‘Not to buy into Fear’ ‘You’re afraid of Life!’ 

‘The Science of Exploitation’ Dogmas & Creeds. 

Captured by our own Identity & Conditioning. 

On Night Patrol, “It ain’t my time Thoth” 

Shakti left at full moon arriving again for the new moon. 

Shape shifting ~ levitate, meditate, came out of a famine! 

‘Himalayan glaciers receding 15 meters in 6 months!’ 

Who said that? “What’s patience gotta do with it?” 

‘Chelo Gangotri, Bye Bye Ma Ganga waters’ 

* 

Psychedelic*Yoga 

“Are You Sunshine?” 

“I think you’re my Sunshine” 

“It ain’t hard gettin’ em, it’s getting’ rid of ‘em!” 

‘Having a good idea without thinking of anyone else!’
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Aventurine Mathura 

Alive Water ~ reflections 

A lot more Crystals & Peace 

You create your own Reality. 

We live what we create ~ 

Dosed it! Getting High on H2O. 

Through Vibrations of Pure Ma Ganga! 

‘The Power of Amethyst thought’ in flow ~ 

Feeling London’s reflection ~ Intention of its water molecules. 

We manifest in our streets what we think ~ & drink. 

In a Plastic bottle’s dead water, lost its Live Prana! 

Clear Rose quartz nectar will cure that disease! 

* 

‘Kahlara’ 

A lotus known as the white lily, also the white Egyptian lotus. 

Forgiving My Self ~ from the heart. “I wanna be in the bliss!” 

The Power of Joy with the Angelic & Ascended Masters. 

‘Visualise & affirm only what you desire’ 

Flow of prosperity through White Tara & Sweet Lakshmi, 

Singing beautiful melodies on the tongue of Saraswati, 

positive energy charge flowing in & out of divine Parvati 

Alchemy & Sacred Geometry, like attracting like; As it is ~ 

Melchizedek, Horus, Pan, Jesus ~ Opening your heart to Love. 

* 

Evolution of Chaos’ Central harmony 

Transcendent Merlin come to play 

keeping a healthy boundary ... 

The answer to the question is ‘YES’ 

Ganesha clearing all the Obstacles ~ 

Sharp crystals*Love’s Healing POWER. 

* 

‘Life is an Art’ ~ Tuning In 

“The resurrection of the dead with an erection for life!” 

“High on chillums” Don’t want to say that ‘I’m a Caner!’
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‘What’s Bohemian Grove & a 40’ stone owl gotta do with it?’ 

Ask a simple question, ‘Who owns the U.S. Federal Reserve?’ 

Is it really a Private Bank or of the U.S. Federal Government? 

Search engines such as Google, offer a World of Knowledge; 

Free sites Youtube.com, redicecreations.com knowthelies.com 

conspiracyarchives.com rense.com themoneymasters.com 

I highly recommend following these trails with an open mind. 

Evaluate if there’s any truth; realize Why/if we are being 

manipulated by this Disinformation and ‘Lying Propaganda’ 

Wikipedia’s definition of Conspiracy: 

‘A conspiracy theory explains a historical or current event 

as the result of a secret plot by a usually powerful cabal. 

Conspiracy theories are often viewed with skepticism because they 

contrast with mainstream explanations for historical or current 

events and lack conclusive evidence to support themselves. 

The term is therefore often used pejoratively in an attempt to 

characterize a belief as outlandishly false and held by a person 

judged to be a crank or a group confined to the lunatic fringe. 

What is Cryptocracy? 

Because you think you’re not Paranoid doesn’t mean you’re 

not being followed’ Or Programmed in so many other ways! 

By Dr. K. Matto, scionofzion.com/federalreserve > 

(Baron Rothschild) “I care not what puppet is placed upon the 

throne of England to rule the Empire on which the sun never sets. 

The man that controls Britain's money supply controls 

the British Empire and I control the British money supply.” 

“The idea of a Central Bank is to so enslave the people of the 

country to a debt money system that they continuously pay in taxes 

to just cover the interest. The duped people of the United States are 

paying about $400 billion year to the IRS which is the collection 

agency for the Federal Reserve.” The Federal Reserve  

is a privately owned bank with 9 private members ~
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**Rothschild Bank of London, Warburg Bank of Hamburg 

Rothschild Bank of Berlin, Lazard Brothers of Paris, Kuhn- 

 Loeb Bank of New York, Israel Moses Seif Bank of Italy,  

Goldman Sachs of New York, Warburg Bank Amsterdam, 

Chase Manhattan Bank New York; are the Fed’s Central banks. 

“It was entitled the Federal Reserve Act of 1913. America once 

again had a central bank but this time they had placed America 

under an absolute dictatorship. The Federal Reserve was 

incorporated in 1914 and has been creating a completely 

unnecessary national debt ever since. In simple terms, the 

Fed creates money as debt. They create money out of thin air 

by nothing more than a book entry. Whenever the members of 

the Fed make any loans, that debt money is our money supply. 

Now that the Federal Reserve was firmly in place, schemes 

had to be constructed to get the government to borrow so 

a continuously growing national debt would happen. 

Here are some coincidences: The Federal Reserve is created in 

1913, then in 1914 we have World War 1. (The Stock Market Crash 

1929, WW2 Etc); The American economy has been sucked dry by 

the Federal Reserve System. Americans think they own property 

but the truth is the entire United States has been mortgaged to the 

bankers. The Rothschilds and Rockefellers become richer while the 

peoples of the world become poorer. The International Monetary 

Fund and the World Bank are also designed to loan money to 

developing nations with the understanding that they will never be 

able to repay so with every loan made to a country, it becomes 

their death knell. 

The entire world is plunged into a debt economy which 

means 6 billion people are in debt to about 250 men.” 

A paraphrased article. See zeitgeistmovie.com 

Check out ‘The Trilateral Commission’ > 

‘Elite Planning For World Management’ and 

‘New World Order’ IMF; The World Bank and Bilderbergers!
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(commondreams.org) wired.com, also explores how CDO’s 

‘Collateralised Derivative Obligations’ were used as Instruments 

of corruption and greed to cause this economic collapse 

effecting our Whole Planet starting on Wall St; NY to Timbuktu! 

Check out Mathew Taibbi in Rollingstone.com 17/2/10. On  

‘Wall Street’s Bailout Hustle’ Profile of Goldman Sachs Bank. 

Refs. ‘Chapter 11’ largest Bankruptcy Protection in US history! 

And from >smirkingchimp.com 

‘The CDS and CDO markets grew together feeding on each other. 

At the end of 2001 there was $920 billion in Credit Default Swaps 

outstanding. By the end of 2007, that number had skyrocketed to  

more than $62 trillion. The CDO market, stood at $275 billion in 

2000 and grew to $4.7 trillion by 2006.’ Another good explanation  

is ‘Recipe for Disaster: The Formula That Killed Wall Street’ Felix  

Salmon, ‘Wired’ Mag. 17.03.09. wired.com/techbiz/it/magazine 

* 

“Be it known to all to whom these presents shall come, that 

I Benjamin Monsanto do really and effectually sell to Henry 

Manadu a negro wench named ‘Judy’ aged Eighteen years, 

native of Guinea, for the sum of four hundred Dollars in all 

the month of January in the year one thousand Seven hundred 

and ninety one; and paying interest at the rate of ten per cent 

for  the remaining two hundred and fifty Dollars until paid; 

said negro wench being and remaining mortgaged until final 

payment shall have been made; wherewith I acknowledge to 

be fully satisfied and content, hereby renouncing the plea of 

non numerata pecunia, fraud, or others in the case Whatsoever; 

granting formal receipt for same. For which said consideration 

I do hereby resign all right, title, possession and claim, in and 

to the said Slave, all of which I transfer and convey to the 

said Purchaser and his assigns, to be, as his own, held and 

enjoyed and when fully paid for.” (pameladrew.newsvine.com)
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Pleasure Art Central 

Giving a Free sense of the Classical Vision of Delightfulness. 

Pagan Idyll world*The God is Art, his Imagination opened up. 

Having a battle of Centaurs, the birth of Western Secular ART. 

Laundering Medici money ~ Endowing a chapel for the Holy Pope. 

Absolving him of all of his sins by building a sumptuous monastery! 

Who’s Purging Romans and Pagan Bonfires of wealth & decadence? 

Fearing the Apocalypse 

* 

Who’s the Winner 

Time for each other ~ being together. 

No physical attraction ~What’s the Point? 

Going nowhere ~ might as well fuck off 

if she’s not up for it! 

Why hang on? Primary mammary! 

“Let’s try” What more can you say? 

She turns her back or she doesn’t. 

Unnaturally, frustrating sleeping in the same bed 

as your lovely wife without a petite sweet caress. 

I’m lyin’ there thinkin’ ~ 

Why are you doing this? 

You lie there because you hope she might change her mind. 

Try again ~ take a Happy Pill together in Goa 

‘When it’s good it’s good’ 

In Love on the same wave ~ length. 

Its chemisteries working ~ 

People can dream up whatever they dream. 

* 

Making it Enchanted 

All you’re doing is making an imprint of the Planet ~ 

Infusing your Intention ~ Creating Rhythms & Rhyme. 

Asking the Plant Spirit to “HELP” & you will spread 

the Life seed of the Plant ~ Releasing its energetic force
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‘Buy Bye’ (thecorporation.com) Corporate Core Virtues? 

Corp’s creating Wants Imposing the Philosophy of Futility! 

Using the delusion, ‘Manufacturing Our Consent’ 

Science of Exploitation, Usurpation, Privatisation. 

The Psychopathic Characteristics of a Corporation! 

Corp’s Mindset, Inventing seeds that will destroy themselves! 

Produces self-suicidal genes. Desperate for a Paradigm change! 

“Sustainable Commerce/Permaculture or a Global Plunderer? 

Creating things for Destroying us ~ Monsanto’s Agent Orange; 

Codex, Nuclear Waste, Heating up the Pathology of Commerce. 

‘Every life support system in the World is in Terminal Decline! 

THE SYSTEM IS DOOMED; Waking up, to a Terrible Legacy! 

Targeting the Mindless, alienated consumers, cynical customers. 

Disseminating the Nice guy image but fully Ripping us all off! 

Nice Façade but Making an Economic War, fuckin Social Mess 

Another Invasion ~ of our Minds, 24/7 Slaves in Sweatshops… 

Poisoning Food Chain; Identity as the Good Consumer Citizen. 

‘An Industry spending $12 billion on kid’s Advertising! Why? 

Brainwashing Initiative of PSYCHO-logists; Development of  

y/our Vulnerabilities ~ Manipulation all for moving PRODUCT. 

New Associations with China, World Bank and IMF. Oligarchs. 

Corrupt Corporations taking over, making Our Public Policy! 

Advertising as our way of Life ~ their ‘Perception Management’ 

Helping Corporations have a Voice & Branding Public Space! 

Now Top Corporations are Prosecuted for ANTI TRUST Violations. 

Nice to their Slaves? Low wages, no health conditions, Pollution etc. 

The Corporate Institution ~ MIC. has Created a Monstrous Tyranny. 

DDT’s Hazardous Defects! Cancer/epidemics/environ*mentally. 

Industry’s trivializing the health risks of Synthesised chemicals. 

Puppets of Power Aspirations ~ Every Resource Up for Grabs! 

Who bears Responsibility? Carbon Credits Purposely run at 

a LOSS! “One day everything will be owned by somebody!” 

‘Life’s Not an Invention of Corporations’
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In divi*duality 

Globally sitting in our hearts ~ 

‘We Will Survive’ We Will Expand. 

‘Carrying on with the Happy Molecules’ 

Tuning in through the Internet Medium 

Being Grounded in the *Zero Point Field* 

Don’t need surgery ~ only the Power of Love. 

Healing light 

* 

Shadows going into Darkness 

‘Concept of a Prison of Chains’ & Attached to a Cross! 

‘The Emotional Field’ “What’s wrong with you?” 

Your Experience… “I felt so Guilty!” 

Make it Peace ~ It’s All in Tune. 

“I never knew what a swear word was until 

I went to Confession when I was six” 

* 

Discomforting 

“Medicating a Creative Child!” 

We’re feeding each other ~ Inspiration 

‘Wanting doesn’t Stop’, Sex is ~ the Life Force! 

Not a Guilt, blame, shame monster game! What’s it all about? 

“What about me?” Keeps me disconnected connected ~ 

Saw myself as a Mohican canoeing and over my shoulder 

looking at me with a red stripe on his face… 

Went out of my head, cooked it with Love. 

Added touches of ‘Kunda’ a kind of Jasmine. 

* 

Cynical Signals! 

Smoking ‘American Spirit’  

‘Addictive Free’ Tobacco. 

A Native Indian logo as a Trademark! 

Why not just say there’s ‘No nicotine?’ 

Public Relations at its most perverse
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Patch’s last post 

Fallen soldiers, ‘Those whose names are known to God alone’ 

An old Gurkha in a wheelchair full of War medals on his chest. 

Little choirboys singing to the angels, feeling mass emotion ~ 

Witnessing the profoundest homage to National loss and grief. 

By those awarded the Victoria Cross for their great heroism. 

 What do they think? 

‘The Peace that Passeth Understanding’ 

Not forgotten we will continue to remember. 

The Ceremony of the going down of the sun. 

“Let’s have a brew Harry.” 

She’s laid many a wreath. 

* 

Viper Sniper 

‘Where’s those Afghan tribesmen when you want one?’ 

In bloody Jerusalem, Patriots bearing M16’s & sacred books. 

On holy land seeded with 30 million Anti-Personal Mines! 

You need nerves of Steel, building Profitable Empires. 

Unknown Warriors splattered across the ‘Peace Wall!’ 

Marking the passing of the Generation of the Great War. 

* 

^Consciousness* 

‘No greater love than a man laying down his life for his friend’ 

A mass grave found at the foot of an apple and cherry orchard. 

‘Loving one another’ 

* 

Visual Freedom from Tyranny 

At a magnificent Ceremony honoring the Nation’s War dead. 

During the final Emotional, climactic minutes appearing at the 

bottom of the TV screen, BBC News’ Streaming Breaking News 

_____________________________________________ 

‘The fraudster … has agreed to repay the victims £600,000 

from a faked canoe scam she carried out with her husband.’
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For your own good! 

‘Protection Protection Protection Programs’ 

Security - Locks on Your doors of Perception. 

‘Let it All hang out baby!’ 

‘Black Magic woman’ making her music rip ~ 

Got her big lips around that swinging saxophone! 

Taking you H I G H E R & H I G H E R! 

* 

Divine Divining 

“Came upon a child of God 

Where are yu goin? 

We are Star dust ~ delight. 

Goin’ back to the garden” 

Dreamy Highlight 

* 

Blessed Wind 

“No problems only solutions” 

“We can All be heroes just for One day” 

‘Collective Consciousness’ 

‘Live Aid’ reaching ~ Whatever it brings… 

Getting Zen Up ~ “Carry water, cut wood” 

One in the moment ~ 

* 

Then You Transcend it 

Accepting the Mind ~ 

Embracing the Universe. 

You’re gonna die in 5 minutes & all  

your best friends are already dead mate! 

Ego *Zen ~ A Gold Throne but No money! 

& staggering amounts but can’t count Heaven! 

Then it’s what you do ~ with this beloved energy. 

Ego fights the now all the time, “I’m not on anything!” 

“Everyone wants to get to the Future but it is the Future 

that kills you!” Only being fulfilled now ~
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Emotionally Charged 

Magical rapport with the audience. 

What was your Co Op shop number? 

Soaring up in the stratosphere with a high note. 

Looking for more emotional fulfillment ~ 

Singing as we go into the depression, a big black hole. 

Falling in love with a painter on the Isle of Capri 

Came out (of a mess) whistling. 

A Symbol of hope for the Universal working class. 

“How do you deal with that much Love?” 

* 

Overcome by your devotion 

“The house is haunted by the echoes of your laughter.” 

Someone whose love life didn’t work, 

more importantly he made her laugh! 

“Thought you liked me but never knew you loved me!” 

Chilling out in the green fields of hope and glory … 

Sang the Lord’s prayer to the troops in Bougainville. 

La vie en rose in her magical heart 

* 

“Trouble down at Mill lad!” 

Living the song, born over a chip shop in Rochdale. 

“Nothing Romantic about working down the pit!” 

You got yourself on a boat to Capri. 

Going out on a white cloud 

* 

Firenze 1505 

Cosimo Medici running out of Control at the Visitation ~ 

Commission decorating a Superb Palace for the Pope’s Banker; 

with overexcited fruit and vegetables hanging from the ceiling. 

He met the baker’s beautiful daughter ‘La Fornarina’ for a kiss. 

Hot Inside her dripping liquid Honey Temple. 

Finding a source building a clean water well 

for the people to quench their terrible thirst
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Loans are Debts 

Spirals of bankruptcies ~  

& devouring all the krill that are left in the sea! 

Usurping the Government, it became very clear! 

Scientifically created economic disasters one after another. 

“Give me all of your money!” ‘Who owns Your Government?’ 

Self generating Slavery, duped, raping Legal tender ~ 

10 years imprisonment for having your own Gold teeth. 

Value added tax depending on Supply of Totalitarianism. 

Supplying Full Fear, making up their gruesome Reality! 

Keep them ‘Entertained’ with Deal or No Deal, News 24/7. 

Looks like the Nazi came back as a wolf in sheep’s clothing. 

Developing Eternal War, need a bunch of Virtual Terrorists! 

What happened to your right to humanity? 

All beings Monitored in the Control Grid. 

* 

Communication Gaps 

Chance to see we are all one ~ again. 

Relationships ~ Spiritual use of money! 

Learned Conditioning making us all separated! 

Mind down a Coalmine, Mind in a rotting Prison 

Mind kept ready to murder 3 million Vietnamese. 

Distracted them with a game of dominoes for foes! 

We swallowed it all, no realization just manipulation. 

‘Really don’t want a critically conscious thinking public.’ 

Let’s have the ‘Untrue ID Act’ Registered with a Barcode! 

Did anyone see the film MK ULTRA? Not the Kama Sutra! 

* 

Everyone says “Hallo” 

“African women accept you for what you are.” 

Don’t Judge you ~ “I hated that!” What to say? 

The biggest killer; Sucking your Life energy dry. 

More tense fear in the UK than under a Zanzibar Sunray. 

Cynicism is the lack of trusting in nature ~ Keeping it Real!
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Create Your Universe 

Children are already living in their hearts ~ 

What’s there is there, you only gotta ask. 

Just as it is ~ Believing in Integration. 

Made me go the other way ~  

Allow my self the Freedom to be 

Then it is what is ~ Crystal beings. 

Listening to beautiful love songs of Krishna 

* 

‘It’s all in the Life’ 

‘Heaven lies between her silky thighs’ guess who said that? 

A shot of Moonflower, still banging away ~ 

His laughter and joy coming from the heart 

goin’ back to my spiritual home. 

It’s real ~ Unconditional love  

* 

Black Tourmaline 

Full of Ganesha in his light Form Universal suit. 

Making Puja every day to your lingham; Lost in rapture! 

She’s out there trekking she’ll find it or it will find her. 

Falling into the space of a Cosmic serpent face 

Swaying with a crystal resonance ~ 

Bending you over backwards a magical wand 

Melting together in a steamy rainbow 

* 

Flyin’ down to Peru 

“We’re taking the Rocks back!” 

“With you all the way” Evolutionary ~ 

The Space is there, let’s see what happens. 

We’re in the middle of the ‘Heart Workshop’. 

There’s a super energetic Celestial body on its way! 

Being in the right Place, to allow it to unfold. 

Allowing it through Non attachment ~ 

‘Live what we want to Live’
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‘God is shaking his magic wand’ 

“I never knew spilt blood could be so slippery” 

“There’s no harm chucking a couple of grenades!” 

“Praying that God will accept my Martyrdom!” 

“What harm did we ever do?” 

* 

In the Middle of Nowhere 

My Mind is sailing through outer * Quantum archipelagoes. 

Trips to the frontier of the frontier of the frontier ~ 

How did you get here? What’s the level of Sensitivity? 

Eating the light of a higher * intensity photonic sea cucumber. 

Links to bands of bio/chemical/electro * magnetic fields ~ 

Together sub * atomic particles, cooperating, communicating. 

Resonating as a Great Wave 

Affecting the Ocean ~ 

* 

Photosynthesis’ Photon Orchestra 

Being metabolized ~ eating a plant’s sun light 

Stoned as bio*chemical*electro*magnetic waves ~ 

Energies dissipating throughout her organic spectrum. 

Lethal human carcinogens illuminated with UV light. 

Absorbing phases of sub atomic moons and seas ~ 

Still torturing the creative Spirit 

* 

Pop Artists 

Elvis Presley on Speed, ~ Trance Prophet ‘I a Tolla Methrie’. 

Full Power emotion ~ have you met a Goddess from Moscow? 

How you like it ~ You bring it on; Manifest Your Reality. 

Need Right thoughts in the Universe. 

Keep it simple ~ on this Happy Smiley frequency. 

‘They should be growing this everywhere!’ 

Stalked by a woman with a baby; putting out Negativities ~ 

Your choice to be on this Level with your thoughts speaking
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It’s coming through the ether 

“I can see my angel walking someone else is by her side.” 

“I felt the fingerprints that you left on my heart.” 

Psychic phenomena jiving down at the Honky Tonk. 

Dialogue of Civilisation’s excited electrons spinning ~ 

How about an Epiphany on a crystal cruise to Atlantis. 

Against Vatican, Darwin and Newton ~ being the apple tree. 

Let’s have an Alternative theory ~ Quantum evolutionary. 

Landing with Explorer and Discovery in the Hypercampus. 

What’s the Force driving it * You are Potential ~ 

& Organised human consciousness into a Cosmic matrix! 

Open to All 

* 

P.1 ~ Infinite Possibilities 

Getting your Mind around this! Calculations of a Universe. 

“You are the World” Krishnamurti’s Part 2. Karmic reality? 

P10. Cause & effect relationships not held at sub atomic levels. 

P11. ‘A quantum entity Influencing another quantum particle 

instantaneously over any distance despite there being no 

exchange of force or energy’ ~ Universal Connectedness. 

Matter is not considered Separate ~ In Quantum dimensions, 

exchange 10 to power-23 gives the Universe’s energy*to us. 

P19. Quantum Mechanics show No such thing as a vacuum 

or nothingness ~ All a sub atomic sea of Quantum fields. 

‘Virtual particles (no cause) only existing in the exchange ~ 

combining * annihilating each other in 10 to power-23 secs.’ 

Particles popping in & out of existence*where are you now? 

* 

Formless ~ ‘Bum Shanka’ 

“I give you my light” * Processing on a Hyperborean Spaceship. 

‘You come to this FORM-So you know that I’m Not this FORM’ 

Identify with the Energy of your Life, Not the Thought FORM. 

You’re Not a Person ~ So you personally don’t Suffer in a flow
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Anguished Anxiety 

“I love you, I can’t Kill you” 

Question Savages & Madmen. 

“Hate keeps me Young.” 

Took an Oath of absolute renunciation ~ 

“I need nothing” Man has his nature imposed. 

Psychic weapons, “I’ve said all I know.” 

“You have not respected the joys of love” 

Sucking dry the Divine Honey 

* 

Coliseum Circus 

Thankfully you don’t have War chariots chasing you, 

Aztec Tigers Prowling, deadly Panzers on the horizon. 

Not wanting to be chased by Maori warriors in a fury! 

Strong colons attract ~ 

Obviously I need therapy! 

* 

“Yam Yam” 

“I can live the hippy life as long as I’m allowed to clean.” 

Print it if people want it. 

A Villa, a dog, a Volvo, a violent fairy story. 

Try a New Experience ~ 

How much Censorship do you have 

Chez toi? 

* 

A Cubenza gathering & Ballerinas’ Tutus ~ How big a dose? 

DMT: Hijacks you the first time, don’t come down same again! 

‘Meet the Mayans’ let’s have some Sacred ‘Psychedelicate tea’ 

Same Ego different Label ~ Real Magic only works with Love. 

‘Instant paranoid schizophrenia on an Angel’s trumpet flower! 

Thorn Apples, Belladonna, Deadly Nightshade ‘toxic Datura’. 

Gifts of the Gods; Like meeting Kali alone on the black moon! 

Look out or get your head chopped off! ~ be Live in the Light
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MySpaceage.com 

The first man on the moon ~ (that we know of?) 

felt an obligation to the American taxpayer! 

All lit Up at The Astronaut Motel, Coco Beach. 

Rebooting the Sun, the Science of Celestial Exploration. 

Later took a walk in Space, 90 metres out with a jet pack. 

“Vibrations I don’t understand it but it all makes sense…. 

energy +in the wave ~ tuning in to universal frequencies.” 

Overcoming all the fears of the known and Unknowing. 

Travelling ‘invisibly’ through the air’s vibrations 

with my Electro*magnetic*bio*chemical*reactor*chakra ~ 

Came through her sweating heat shield, burning on reentry. 

In the living Mind. 

* 

Inner Universe of the O Atom 

Meteor impacts on the surface of her Moon ~ 

Once she’s lit there’s no way of turning them off! 

“Look at that Rocket go!” ~ Sputniks 1 & 2. 

Before the Word, “Hip Hop don’t Stop” 

The best poetry, this is nice ~ Silence. 

What breaks the sound, when you say it? 

Who knows what the answer is? That’s prophetic! 

Little frogs jumping into Mayan descendant’s cenotes. 

The World that made you think ~ the expression of it. 

Being in Paradise  

* 

Into the Universe 

“I can’t get my head around it” 

Plugged into a Supra Virtual Pleasure Machine. 

Wham Bang Love streams ~Not Rocket Science! 

Male snuggly fitting a female ~ Unsustainable Peak 

“It can dance all over my belly anytime” Evolving up til we..! 

Shiva ~ processing Virtuoso DNA
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+ * - 

‘0’ New 3rd DNA strand 

Is Unconditionally Loving 

‘I AM ANOTHER YOU’ 

Givin’ it a Higher place for everyone. 

The Old Matrix has Gone ~ Whoosh! 

Watch out for the blonde amorous gopis 

flying through stargates of infinite space 

then you woke up in Kathmandu! 

You feel the Shift ~ 

“She knew you were there?” 

“Yes she died in my arms!” 

“We have to burn her here!” 

“They can get 20,000R for her organs!” 

* 

Cosmic Automatic 

You are an Illusion, you are a Schizophrenic. 

Open Space * let energy flow ~ now it will flow 

Dissolving the field, reflecting each other ~ in the current. 

Switching the DNA; Simple & easy, going Inter*dimensionally. 

Allowing ourselves to receive 

Trust going into a deeper trust. 

In it all the time ~ becoming It now 

* 

Two Way DNA. Mirrors 

“I Am ~ & this other is an Illusion” 

Another step in the Energetic field... 

Reading your Astral Auras. 

Allowance to have it happen 

Reflecting Yourself in it 

Therefore it is Good 

‘The Creation & the Created 

Both are in You ~  

fixed in your frequency
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Mr. Bubbles 

They feel that something is different with you. 

The Merkaba gives you structure 

bringing the interrogators inside. 

Remembering You’re in that light body 

Coming over Sacred Geometry ~ Your Consciousness 

Aligning with them in the light 

* 

Tantric Acrobats 

Drinking a Cobra venom lassi on the beach. 

“I’m an animal lover” 

It was not an easy snake ~ 

Released when I saw I just had to trust it. 

* 

Space Cakes 

Made a Tantric Temple at a Rainbow festival. 

Going for all the Pleasures 

No Fear of What Is ~ 

A New birth ~ Freedom 

“We didn’t think about a Visa knew it would be OK.” 

Smoking along the Burning Ghats. 

“Went for White Robes on Ecstasy” 

You feel like a Druid drifting by ~ 

Fullness of Life 

* 

‘Wiki*Paradox’ 

Lawyers’ deadly Profession Against the Spirit. 

We need to know More about Ourselves! 

‘They OWN both sides’ 

If you belong to the System you get taken care of. 

‘Coke’s flowing freely in the Houses of Parliament!’ 

$13 million for an Abram’s Battle Tank. 

Kuwait took 800
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Why do you think what you think? 

Yabba dabba do - need to find the gap in the stream of thinking. 

How to find Peace of Mind ~ Experiencing the inherent joy? 

We’re stuck in our Matrix brains, trapped in a virtual cage. 

Mental distraction, attraction, masturbation, confabulations, 

distortion, contortion, dysfunction, compunction, trust, mistrust. 

Stop the bullshit just live as a free spirit in the present moment. 

In the Real Universe 

* 

Provider 

Advert for Mammon ‘As Seen on TV’ Your Cable Chain. 

Who Really bothers to complain? Never mind explain! 

Is it a commercial concept fed to us based on Fears? 

‘Not letting them feel what they truly naturally already have Inside’ 

* 

Public Relations 

Pissing against the wind, up against a wall! Been there done it. 

“Paranoid people live longer” but they wouldn’t believe you! 

Western Way of Life ~ 40% of World’s resource exploitation! 

‘Can they actually patent everything in the World that is Live?’ 

What Insights does this manipulation, propaganda allow us? 

Who is controlling our beliefs, attitudes, perceptions, dreams? 

Who is behind the Manufacturing of our Consent, 

the Education & Indoctrination & “What can I do?” 

Social Engineering, who really makes the laws, policies? 

Where did you acquire your idiosyncrasies, those special 

little Inconsistencies, this unique personality? 

Cultivating the Spirit ~ in realms of duality. 

The Conflict of Ignorance & ‘Enlightenment’ 

Who presented that as a concept even as life? 

I was living in a fragile realm, “I Love You.” 

Sharing Grace, offering everything, I gave to you. 

Being an open hearted Individual
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“What’s She On?” 

Dancin’ on the beach at night 

“He’s getting it from up there ~” 

“I’m always horny on Class A’s” 

To be a Surreal Person ~ “It’s often a blurrrrrrrrrr 

They can do whatever they want whenever they want… 

Eating lush Lotus petals ~ Fully wasted! 

“I can’t tell you the Rush I get off people!” 

“People comin’ up to me givin’ me joints on the dance floor!” 

It’s not an escape but Accentuation. 

“I’m in a good place in my life” 

* 

A different Platform 

Shiva is formless Spirit ~ God is Shiva. 

The beginning of everything 

You and God are not different. 

You Whisper it ~ you go in and out. 

There is no sound, the 10 Malas resonating ~ 

Shakti’s mother nature energy * Screaming in Ecstasy! 

She’s incomplete without the Creator ~ 

Started worshipping Ma, got enlightened. 

Shiva destroys ~ watching the vibration dancing in the music 

with awareness & Intelligence ~ A special place in the heart. 

Gives you Unconditional Love ~ No more + (:) - duality… 

Only the burning* the Light * I am Shiva * I am Shanka. 

* 

So Beauty Full 

Wonderland close to the centre of the Universe ~ 

We’re Crystals, now in the moment * multi*dimensionality* 

We’re all in the head ~ you’re going towards the Hologram. 

‘Neverland’ Time Machines, Unveiled Mystery, Secret Garden. 

You forget about it but you must make the Conscious effort 

to allow it out or you won’t show your Free Will ~
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Marilyn Monroe’s Smile 

‘She’s got a cuddly Tiger Inside…’ 

“How long do you want to be encaged?” 

The Twist is to bring it up higher 

‘This is a living Temple’ 

You want to wake up the Gods 

with your banging drums! 

Breathing into a stardust cloud ~ 

“I was living in Rainbows around the Sun.” 

Camped on outside * Spinning inside a Tornado! 

Give it beauty, colour not just black & white polarity. 

“I like to drive my motorbike alone” 

Going flowing in the Integration 

* 

Floods 

There’s a lot of dangerous frogs. 

Transformational Works ~ 

Cleaning the body ~ coming out 

Dreaming about summer all the time. 

Guided up to the School without a roof! 

Spinning that energy chakra ~ creating electro*magnetic fields 

“Talking in Organ language ~ it’s about filtering out ~” 

Too Cute 

* 

Psycho stimulants 

The Best thing you can do ~ ‘Support your Local Farmer.’ 

‘Activating the Physiological Reward System, more Dopamine. 

Crystal Meth ~ 1st synthesized from ephedrine in Japan, 1893’ 

http//rainystair.blogspot.com.  ‘Ayuhuasca’ Sacred Medicine: 

Quecha Indian meaning, Soul Plant, death Plant, Vision Plant. 

Disequilibrium rooted in synapses ~ Rip a membrane to fly out! 

High with Shamans in the rainforest communicating with spirits. 

Spreading Passion Honey on her wings ~
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“Good Day Goa” 

Skiing down Psychedelic Mountain ~ on a crystal sugar cube. 

“You can buy friendship with a 12 year old bottle of Scotch” 

We’re All the same in the Universe ~ Moment of still, silent 

recognition of Awareness of Your Self ~ Connection of eyes ~ 

Conscious of the dream dreaming; Tribal Orgy Magical fantasy. 

All part of the full mirage ~ ‘Yohimbine’ ~ “Quick send a Kilo!” 

MOA Inhibitor doesn’t eat the Serotonin ~ in a Shamanic brew. 

How often do you see yourself inside deepest molecular space? 

Or falling in love with a chillum smoker! 

* 

At the Live Theatre 

Place which is showing virtual reality. 

Where it can only exist ~ on its Stage. 

A Life Force ~ Breaking waves 

with strong Prana ~ New bio energy. 

“Swing your hips, move your arse!” 

Alignment Not the Thinking for it. 

* 

There’s No ‘Them’ 

We’re all ‘Extras’ in a ‘Fibonacci sequence’ 

“It must be on his Mind all the time ~” 

It’s just a Conditioning Process * Attachment. 

Part of the illusion ~ Thinking it’s alive Outside. 

Only relative to the Thinking ~ Know that you are. 

‘The Fullness of Life’ 

* 

That Simple 

Moving through it; Where I move my attention and flow ~ 

Isn’t it all bollocks; Constant chit chatter in ‘Your’ Mind!? 

Seeing through it as simple as being still ~ simply letting go. 

‘Stop It’ going on ~ Can you do that, envisage it? Only one’s 

sane as you Realise that Mind’s Confusion Is * A Divine State
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Light Is the Sun 

Turquoise colour ~ Interconnectedness of All beings on Earth. 

Golden knowing in the knowledge of Lemon topaz streams ~ 

Mind languishing in Co Creation with the vitality of Red. 

“Let the water be filled with all kinds of living things” 

Proper balance ~ Mastering that reality. 

Playing out your Potential 

Living Integration 

* 

Putting her in my Merkaba 

Dazzling Angel from Eire in a gypsy caravan pulled by a mule. 

I’m making Space for this picture to fall into Materialization ~ 

Less dense flow, painted her then loved her totally, unreservedly. 

Projecting my Royal blue beams of light ~ 

Expression of our spirits in their interconnecting. 

Out of the Mystery her female sphere ascended 

moving her to being a new creation ~ 

Projecting our lights into our dome. 

Fusing with the Golden Sun 

* 

Brings you back into FORM ~ Psychedelic Rainbow 

‘Lightning strikes the Earth 3000 times a second!’ 

A Surfing Serf fell out of the Mirage of enslavement. 

Literally in the music, having a dialogue with himself. 

‘We Are That Only’ ~ Does this make Any sense? 

Has a Schizophrenic conversation about killing himself! 

“Who am I talking to, must be some other me?” 

His worst case of Mistaken Identity….. 

Identifying with a bottomless pit not the wholism. 

A basket of Memories ~ that’s me, he, she, me 

You ask me a question ~ Who is talking to me? 

Took a Heart vow, “I’ll be back for you Baby!” 

“The more you go out ~ the more you go in.”
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The Bayerishe Police 

‘They Killed many Rainbow festivals’ 

A Full Power European Police State! 

“They told me they want to make you feel 

like they’ve got it All under Control!” 

‘You Are a Bodhisattva ~’ 

Remembering it always. 

* 

Sumerian Clones 

Liberty without the Classical elitist values of an Imperial past. 

The Sun will stop burning, its core will collapse ~ forever night  

Water everywhere ~ Invisible to your eye in space. 

Our Sun System gets transmuted in the galaxy ~ 

This is what the hieroglyphics are telling him. 

Out of the picture the Real You is appearing. 

Finding it ridiculous to hide ~ from what? 

No guilt ~ is free to choose what you want. 

‘Living his dream ~ in the New garden of Eden’ 

After that! ~ It’s Perfect, Creation of Perceptions. 

This moment is Fully Alive. 

* 

Gold & Red 

Magenta wavelength ~ 

Looking for Quality in time 

Living that Space ~ in the being 

This moment Unfolds ~ Always a (+ -) game. 

Knowing through your own sub:conscious 

Can change Immediately! 

She’s got the complete set. 

One disaster after another. 

Earth is spinning all the time 

in electro ~ magnetic rhythms
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Tantric*Meditation 

Playing on the Pinnacle with a Pyramid Antennae 

“Did I Order this?” “Yes You did!” 

That’s one aspect of it ~ be self aware. 

Relaxing is You have nothing to Prove. 

Every life force has its own Unfoldment 

Breaking, opening this inside Yourself 

That you have to move on ~ being free 

* 

1 Level Higher 

“If you Love me ~ Let’s go shopping” 

Allow yourself to fall into the Universe ~ 

Flying through the concept of a Net frame. 

Cosmic space cadets purring on the beach. 

* 

‘Heavy Flip flops’ 

You show your Power! 

Always soft & warm in her pudding. 

Dripping inside a Crystal Sculptress. 

* 

Tranquil 

“I don’t want to become Mental” 

You see what happens when Romans go Godless. 

Self destructs! 

* 

Time 

“No one can have a Bigger Ego than God” 

* 

Iced Heads 

Hyper Speedy ‘Kamikaze’ all jacked up on ‘Shabu’ 

With good Acid get 4th Dimensional Virtual Reality! 

Mad in Love with God ~ 

dancing in the middle of nowhere 

under twinkling stars
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Jam Band 

To be aware of your God*fullness. 

Everything has their flower * power. 

So Ego centrical needs Vibrational healing! 

I understand ~ the Connection. 

Truth Knows what the Divine is. 

Floating as a cloud above. 

* 

The House of Love 

At the basement door ~ 

I’m just trying to get in. 

All the Illusions will shatter. 

It’s only existence ~ Stay with your Truth. 

“She’s a lovely girl……” 

“She’s lost like everyone else!” 

There’s the ‘burn out’ button as well. 

Got a Memory Card in that. 

* 

‘Mermaid Beach’ 

He’s Charged! 

“It’s always good Acid when they give their money away!” 

All holding and drumming ~ Oming*Omkar mantras. 

Sound of wind in your Temple’s bells. 

What to tell ~ a beautiful trip 

And you lay on the Mountain 

of Crystal 

* 

Small hands 

“The children make the best charas.” 

‘Keep on chilling’ ‘Trustafarian’ ~ Trust in the Universe. 

‘As much as you can, whenever you can, wherever you can.’ 

“I’m a naughty boy, not a bad boy!” ~ “I’ll have a go…” 

Roller blading down Anjuna road with a happy Space Cadet
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Your part Is already healed ~ (You’re full potential self) 

“The expressive arts as the Portal for healing ~ Reflections of the 

emotional traumas held in your body. ‘When given shape through 

the arts these feelings can then be seen outside a body and 

therefore become more approachable. Through Art they transcend 

harsh everyday reality into Creativity and play.” 

“Safe places to create a network that gives space & time 

for participants to realise and voice their true feelings ~ 

Healing is found in walking through grief in a Conscious way. 

It’s life changing ~ then new life can fully begin” 

* 

Orders balancing the cups 

Blue galaxy 600 million red ellipses 13 billion light years away. 

Elliptical crashing spirals together ~ wonderfully weird things! 

Sunset won’t survive the Martian night going to the End of light. 

You can be home everywhere ~ finding your Point in the Chaos. 

St Germaine’s Violet flame in a Rising Phoenix of Love Waves. 

‘Cosmos means Order ~ hierarchical which is Universal nature.’ 

Your Awareness should go with you through the Bardo ~ 

Not too High! ~ On the Art of Dying flooded with DMT. 

Imprinting each moment ~ on the Sub conscious Tape of Life. 

“Did she know you were there?” “Yeah ~ I died in her arms.” 

* 

“You’re very Magnetic!” 

People will be drawn to places where they feel at home. 

Simple ~ Not a Private Prison! You have to Love it. 

The human body is very juicy ~ A pretty big monkey 

they’ll piss on you; ‘Woman can be meaner than a man!’ 

Lighter in his Mind; Try and get out it’s a video machine! 

“Maya spits you out ~ Since he had all my money anyway!” 

Spent ½ on 2 bulls, ½ on Cocaine! Darkly Angelic say no more. 

“Had some Opium the people baked me a cake on my Birthday!” 

Lost in her sparkling eyes ~ Love is Positive@Bestrips.com.unity
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Function*Compunction 

Put it in the flow ~ You have to be Yourself. 

Another kind of seeing if you Love Yourself. 

You go with the flow ~ if you don’t go with the flow 

when you don’t love yourself ~ the flow is there anyway. 

A beautiful flower you have to give it water 

to make it grow ~ or you will kill that flow. 

In the Philippines they’re fishing with Dynamite!! 

You can Allow ~ Yourself to discern that you want this 

and don’t want that! This is the Consciousness field. 

                                    Your Divine spark * Expressing itself 

* 

The Allowance to leave 

Many people decide the way is to lose the body! 

“The rent got paid by an anonymous person….” 

Lotuses Opening up & holding it up ~ falling in the flow. 

Getting together in synchronicity ~ Potentialised energy. 

It’s not the doing it’s having the free Understanding ~ 

* 

Remembering the New Manifestation 

Confusion is all over the place! Who said that’s a divine state? 

A Matrix shattered ~ no one believes in it anymore. Toss it out! 

Struggling people are still needing it over their circumstances. 

Something had to happen outside but it’s an inside thing ~ 

Emotions, Ego Attack, Ego divorce, Ego frenzy, Ego Reaction. 

Just step outside ~ flow inside, surrendering the right to be ~ 

Tuning psychics, You are your Lover, first to Love ~ the other. 

Earthing Juicy Energy ~ Mind Playing weird, wonderful tricks. 

Directly flowing ~ Allowing Yourself to be Yourself, Tuning In. 

No more Judging Inner Knowledge * Celebrate in Eros’ garden. 

He was going inside deep tissue; Opening up ~ her flow 

You have to ‘OWN It All’ Better not know ~ let it through. 

Clairvoyant women on the horizon
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Plato’s City State 

Using fancy expensive secret weapons from a Police helicopter. 

‘Bureaucracy Over Democrazy’ “Fuckin’ Cock roaches man!” 

Where are those Philosopher Kings’ Streams of Consciousness? 

What does the guy with $100,000,000 want? Ethical morality? 

Fulfilling an obligation; Getting eye contact ~ back to normal. 

Knows 400 brands by age 12, doesn’t know 5 trees in your street! 

Who is agreeing to Act for Mother Earth? 

Not part of the Club of Secret handshakes! 

Giving their obedient, loyal mates golden pensions for Free. 

Turning into a hero at the Moondance, where’s my Nunchucks! 

* 

Dancing with Valium 

Living by the naked Mermaid 

that’s got some flow in it man! 

Full on Acid thought he was a Lifeguard ~ 

Hallucinatory * seeing everyone was drowning! 

Irrational & emotional, getting angry taking too much Xanax. 

Calming down paranoia got a fluffy euphoria feeling on Opium. 

Travelling around the Golden Triangle in a State of beingness. 

Spiraling through time ~ “The Crazy ones can be Fun.” 

“Had it in Ecuador with a super fit Awesome bird!” 

Mad on, Full tilt, lost it all; Yeah dude! 

What’s it feel like to lose? 

Smack in the face! 

* 

Renouncing this Adversarial  System! 

Serendipity ~ Capturing the Spirit of it for Peace and Love. 

Tesla’s muse of Voltage bringing an Inspirational challenge. 

Seeing the extraordinary in the ordinary ~ hidden sensuality! 

Giving her life purpose a Creative collaborator with nature. 

Strange juxtapositions ~ at the Fuse Bar
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Mr. Men Trip 

‘Fear, Paranoia is sickness eating the Peace in your heart.’ 

America’s Army used LSD as Chemical Weapon/Warfare! 

Invasion of your Mind, post Nazi Programs moved to USA. 

To control people’s minds – Global Psychological Warfare! 

Jedi & Stargate Projects, MK Ultra, remote viewing, ESP; 

Clairvoyance, Power of the Mind Focusing Negative thought, 

inflicting damage on living creatures; What is your Intention? 

Leading frontiers of Military Intelligence ~ Psychic Weaponry 

Clandestine, Paranormal, Altered States of Consciousnesses! 

When your dreams become nightmares ~ sacrificing nature. 

‘Goin’ out of your Mind beyond routine Experience! He’s not 

his own Self anymore; Perfecting techniques over 50 years! 

“We are tired of War!” The Non ordinary states of humanity ~ 

* 

Out of the Normal 

‘Mk Ultra’ brain Washing, Torture experiments, drug abuse. 

‘The doctor had to decide who would live and who would die!’ 

Unbelievably, degrading a human to be less than an animal. 

“There’s Space for Everyone” or so you Innocently believed! 

People Power for equality ~ to dismantle this rampant Beast. 

* 

Full Grunge Capitalism 

Unconsciousness give it up! Energy rising ~ be Yourself. 

I never promised anything ~ Don’t Look back at Love. 

The Quantum holograph ~ Responsibility or Profitability! 

New High Priests, Oligarchs and Sociopathic Corporations. 

Democracy Co. Ltd. Board of Despots, gangsters, conspirators. 

‘Cryptocracy’- any Accountability denied; Power over the weak. 

Who will inherit this barren toxic dump ~ full of nuclear waste? 

Ignorantly creating poisons within hemispheres of our Minds ~ 

Matrix Energies, Intricacy, non Integration, intimacy perceptions
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Shivashakti : Dualisticity 

Coming into the 3rd dimension ~ 

we had to split into (+ - )Fe/male 

Tantric Coitus ~ In Zen Unions. 

Passionate ~ Love Making 

Us touching the vibration 

we are from ~ 

* 

Cluster Bombers 

Not joining in any Planned Parenthood deluxe buffet. 

Population Explosion ~ another Big Bang! Ready 

for Underground Slave Camps on a Mass Scale! 

Meaning ‘You’ Dumb head ~ 

“Get in line and shut the fuck up!” 

Playing in their Terror Territory ~ 

“It has to end one day ~ They will call in the DEBT! 

They need Labourers to build their FEMA Coliseum. 

“Enjoy it while you can ~ Who Knows?”  

Don’t ask Chief of Staff, General Colin Powell, Psychopath  

Pol Pot & gang or the Infamous Dr. Henry Kissinger Assoc!  

* 

Navhind Crimes Cliché 17/1/10 

“Who’s writing this most pathetic bullshit? 

The worst Confused News I’ve ever read!” 

‘People doing ‘Absurd things’ like having a dance on the beach.’ 

We’re all super Happy getting High at a Goa Party! 

What is wrong with that Signor Prosecutor of the Privy Council? 

Have you ever contemplated being Free to be just Yourself 

with others in a beautiful human way? Living and let live ~ 

Don’t need to extort or exhort your Rules, your full Corruption. 

Every stereotype in the book is sent running around your head.
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Chicken Tika Masala 

Natraj ~ dancing with the Universe 

for God ~ Crystals in your house! 

Putting Up the Value for yourself. 

She Invented her own Yoga 

‘It’s not you it’s not me.’ 

Losing their Identity. 

On the same level of ‘Soul’ 

different levels of Consciousness. 

Even the snake is Mindful ~ 

Merging in their rhythmic trance.  

* 

Psychedelica Max 

Turns it from Surreal into Spiritual 

Shiva burning through your heart. 

The ‘Falling in Love’ Program. 

Call it what you like ~ 

“I like to get up when I want and do what I want ~ 

I don’t want to wake up each day and say, this sucks!” 

They can’t even conceive of it & there’s a lot of clever people. 

Bamboo grass only flowers every 48 years ~ effects on all of us! 

“They’re Proper Vikings!” 

Full Thunderheads 

* 

‘What’s Burst!’ 

Only wanting to plant an Apple field close to Manali. 

“Be a real Mr. Big & Make Good Karma, Dhamma Ruler!” 

It’s another moment ~ so no lying in that space. 

Create & Celebrate. 

“They talk through the whole Oceans” 

Psychedelic Expressionists with fins amors
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Giving Luggage 

A guided mission onto a bamboo bong. 

Which perspective do you want to live? 

The more you look at Yourself ~ 

“I couldn’t discover the World because I had a dog!” 

A frequency holder of the Earth from the Universe. 

The happening is Inside ~ Out 

The Right to choose takes Courage. 

‘Slavery of Faith’ ~ Let go of the Matrix ~ it’s easy. 

You work by being Yourself because it works through you. 

Must be OPEN to the moment or you miss the Space ~ 

Your Choice 

* 

True to You 

The chance of being Your*self. 

They’ve sold this Goa feeling ~ 

It has so many different forms. 

This adventure in the body 

(drop the horrible Corruption!) 

Out of this reflection the Perspective comes up. 

The Golden Sun * the Silvery Moon * Life Forces.  

* 

WE ARE ONE 

Light touches focusing intention, realigning ~ chronic of Cosmic. 

“If we could be Tantric Temples things would be Enhanced” 

Allowing himself in the > ‘let go more not in the disciplinarian.’ 

Met a little Indian mesmerist who showed me into a New room. 

‘Experiencing the Truth can’t say it wasn’t True.’ 

Mayan Transmitters switching the Network from energy knots. 

Here we live in delusion ~ don’t construct it anymore. 

Whoever is there is there, colours over colours, form over form. 

Freeness of adorable Venus ~ floating inside her brilliant Milky Way
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Olive Green Gethsemane 

Hiding out as a dog in Goa. 

Living intention ~ where’s my Ukrainian, Brazilian bride? 

Let’s recreate the net ~ empowering us to be together. 

Reconnecting the meeting point of the natural Tribes. 

Game over, too much Acid ~ It’s already Perfect. 

*In time with the Wonder* 

as a Crystal you go ~ flow 

* 

Blitzed by Bliss 

Love is extreme imagination ~ feeling emotional energy. 

Updating the Psychic netting * Access to Mind Blowing. 

Spiritual egoistic marching, trying to Save a lost World! 

Rocket’s red glare glowing on a graceful ballerina’s tutu. 

Zipping up the Energy suit protecting from spiritual trauma. 

‘Welcome to the Spiritual Crisis Centre’ 

She’d suffered a Cognitive heart rape! 

Healed her under the 13 moons of natural time. 

Reconnected to Open heart dynamic meditation. 

Living in an Angel commune. 

* 

Meditation Toy. 

“How can I deal with this without going Mad?” 

‘You are Aware that you are Aware.’ 

Not taking the poison of Judgment. 

Cuttings out of Space 

the Gift as a Human 

* 

Canary Wharf - Headlines 

‘If you’re not confused you’re not thinking properly.’ 

‘Times of India’ ‘Man Held For Begging’. Ridiculous! 

‘Fine £200 for Begging’ ~ Kings Cross sign 09; Who’s In Control!
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Choosing Juicy 

An exploding Vortex in the middle of a diamond doughnut. 

Every electron was rotating around every dancing atom ~ 

You Reflect what You are in a Cosmic Merkaba Constellation. 

It’s there anyway, never lost ~ you already have it as your life! 

Reawakening in that Wisdom ~ Recognition. Had his tongue 

down a seductive Madonna’s throat ~ Won an Oscar for that! 

* 

Dancing Babas 

Jumping pheromones they outlawed the God of Guilt for 75 years. 

Cappuccino sorceress Communicating with energetic feelings. 

Whispering words of change ~ If your own Merkaba falls apart 

recreate electromagnetic fields around your body with the orbs. 

Let’s enjoy an ‘Extra Happy Lunch’ Pizza. ~ & “I Love Spiders.” 

Chased by a UFO; the city was blacked out ~ all those flying discs 

being Invited aboard, deciphering exotic * Alien * love energy! 

* 

Inner Jewel Flux 

Duality “All my cravings were in my multi-dimensional head.” 

Watching those swaying hips turn into perfectly wet rainbows. 

You get the blood pumping in it ~ 

Thought ~ “Fuck it I’m committed!” 

‘You have to be Conscious of the little things 

or the Big things won’t happen.’ 

Losing their Orientation ~ discernment for awhile. 

Points of a Matrix held together by illusional Knots ~ 

that are not there now but we still believe they are real! 

We can go In & Out ~ of ‘Reality’ finer tuning ~ 

That’s why we can go anywhere * as dancing orbs 

embracing DNA; fluttering with more chromosomes. 

‘What goes around comes around’ 

Stars Are everywhere
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Horus*Eyes 

The Vikings are coming! 

Run as fast & as far as you can! 

Platonicisms born in the fruit of life. 

Lions are Males(.)Circles are Females 

Many new Star seeds. 

Underground Wars. 

* 

Tantra Centre 

Fall in it! 

Into Creation 

By living it ~ 

* 

Light Meditation 

FUN Meditation 

Looking at the girls. 

‘A romantic Bodhisattva’ 

Life so simple ~ All for you 

You will fly. 

“Read the ‘Tibetan Book of The Dead’ on acid” 

‘You have to Understand your trip’ 

You can Create * if you have Space ~ 

Children for when you take your*self too seriously. 

Beyond the heart ~ a full drop of Genesis* 

Deeper into elliptical red (:) indigo magnets. 

* 

Regulations 

‘Live with It ~ get on with it, get over it!’ 

FUN RULES 

You feel the wave ~ 

It comes from the heart. 

It comes from the deep 

& the High
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Discernment #2 

A joke to live through it when you know it… 

Mixing with the stream ~ Integrating dualism. 

Finding the Middle of it 

‘And Allowing Your*Self to Reflect it’*Ignite it! 

Getting Yourself in the New Vibrational groove. 

Going into the Ocean ~ transmuting as a Jewel. 

Available to hold Up those Deva frequencies ~ 

* 

Turn it Off 

‘A Machine for Controlling the Mind’ 

They’ll use our Set - Up to reconnect us back into ~ 

Our Cosmic friends & High Priestess of Mother Earth. 

A charming dancing naked snake with a Virgo imprint. 

The Earth is the Experience of the Galactic ~ 

Bringing in all kinds of beingness ~ together 

“My Power to Believe is my Power” 

“I’m a Triple Taurus ~ I’m a little lazy.” 

We can be all sorts of reflections. 

“What do you do in Bali?” 

“I’m an opportunist ~” 

* 

Sufi Freedom Hips 

Allowing this to Vibrate 

And put into harmony 

< Only by reflection > 

we allow ourselves to take it on. 

Zen Magician ~ Open Pure moment 

Being in what you’re doing ~ becoming one. 

Any Master is a Master ~ holding a Vortex 

You have Cosmic Divine whirling spirals in You. 

Don’t need a path ~ Let the seed within grow…. 

Be in love in the moment
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Masters of Light ~ Aura frequency 

 Holding a Swayambhu Buddha in my Heart. 

“I was in a channeling mood” ~ 

Magically tuned in together*Loving. 

Beingness*Realising its own beauty. 

Time of Material ‘Information’ is over. 

Now is time for Energetic Consciousness. 

Mind acted out ~ You are very ‘In*formed’ 

This Matrix Net of Info/Id; you Really believed in. 

We can all leave but can’t see the other side ~ 

Fear of being LOST! 

Given the Allowance Not/to do it. 

* 

‘The Delight Factor’ 

Getting more than Expected ~ Her sari never ended! 

Accepted the futility and Illusion of it All. 

No one in the Cosmos is your Soul Mate. 

She completely surrendered to Krishna ~ 

Came from Love ~ that was her Protection. 

* 

On the Loose 

What are your Economic expenditure’s own limits ~ 

Religion its own Absolute dogmas, law its own Rules? 

Adjustment can make all the difference ~ 

‘You’re in Violation, Report to the Authorities.’ 

Trapped, banished, expelled, what’s y/our Location? 

Where do we want to go from here, why anywhere else? 

Maybe the Computer’s wrong; Who is designing our Reality? 

Where’s the circuit diagram, who’s in the Controlling Room? 

With optogenetic light in the jet cockpit must mean something. 

Security taking orders ^ contradictions of Independent thinkers. 

Approaching a Restricted area on the way to another Dead End. 

“For your Protection stay back you have nothing to be afraid of.” 

Climbing over the wall of the Garden of Eden with free will!
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“Chaque un son tour” 

Raining Coconuts ~Transcending a heart attack, bring ‘em on! 

‘Told them all my secrets, broke my heart by not Trusting me’ 

“Here’s the shopping list dear” ~ “Hey! Stop your dreaming!” 

“I will follow you” “And I will lead you into the Ocean” 

but everyone swims by themselves ~ ‘Bom Shanka’ 

‘That’s why there are no mistakes because of hierarchical flow’ 

Divine Order it comes down from the Cosmos ~ 

And you listen to what you say ~ be the observer of the moment. 

Happening thru you, not that You do it; You’re in the beingness. 

In direct Alignment with now ~ 

* 

Sub Continentals 

Ignoring it ~ “They don’t give a flying fuck!” 

Sensitivity to other invisible dimensions. 

You have to come through Shiva Power. 

No Thinking ~ Free of the Mind 

Tuning in to being High. 

“People come here for the Freedom 

Why would they accept anything else?” 

* 

Living Proof 

‘Nothing’s bad ~ Hey Shithead or whatever his name was! 

It’s not what goes in ~ it’s what comes out’ 

“You can bullshit humans you can’t bullshit demons” 

“A fault was found in him ~” 

Having the Anointed Mind in Perfect harmony. 

So there won’t be any flaws. 

“I don’t wanna drag that bag of money around ~ 

We got a little problem ~ I told my Partner 

You can have my share!” 

“I just wanted to go to the beach!”
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Decorate Grace 

Lost their Mind and Energy 

“What’s sexual attraction gotta do with it?” 

A voluptuous sari standing in the rain. 

Where is that ecstatic place? 

*Inspiration with an Angel* 

That perfect model ~ of Power 

* 

Patent Attachment 

A Psycho culture vulture in a Military Uniform. 

Inner Marriage vow ~ Protecting Your Copyright! 

Reading it into your sub conscious 

No confusion or anxiety, let it be ~ 

What’s living in you? Misogynist? 

‘My body and Mind is my Temple’ 

Worshipping Life force burning bright 

Parvati dancing in energetic fields of light. 

Perversity of Men’s archetype, no more abusing the Goddess 

unless she’s a bitch then they’re allowed to stone her to death! 

Such barbaric cruelty! Who or what do you want to believe? 

His Holy Law controlling women to be subservient slaves; 

Expecting a blowjob whenever I want or she’ll be flogged! 

“What’s a wife gotta do with it? You know who I’m on about!” 

Where’s the veneration for the mother of your children ~ 

Where’s the love of your sister? 

Why treat her as pure Unequal? 

No wonder, no surprise, no accident, no doubt, no excuse. 

No justification - Why your Society is so fucked up! 

Who’s suffering, who told you to do that? 

Gave her a bloody good lashing. 

Bowing down to Sodom. 

Possessing the Devil 

“Permission to Execute!” 

Keep on saying “Let’s All make Love Not War!”
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Truce Quest 

The Devil’s still dancing in Rio but so is Priapus and Oxun ~ 

The Police say he was resisting arrest. ‘In the favella they say 

‘Spiderman’ died from multiple gunshot wounds’ not paella! 

“Please don’t kill me, Please don’t kill me!” 

“What do you think I’m going to do?” 

“What’s your ‘democracy’ got to do with it?” 

“What’s extreme poverty got to do with it?” 

There’s no excuse in the biggest economy in South America! 

“Death is always walking next to me when I go out to work 

but I don’t look at her” 

* 

‘Freedom From the Press’ 

‘Good bye Lenin’ and all you other realized atheists. 

A passionate crusader married to the ‘Motherland’. 

What’s the date of the latest Revolution? 

Ask Trotsky the Rothschild sponsored banker! 

From the Palace of the Public Central Committee of the Party. 

Republican Cruelty, she had a heart attack won’t awake again! 

Tonight the wall came down, end of Amnesia at Café Moscow. 

Met a student nurse from the Soviet Union & was truly happy. 

“The Greatest Pleasure is giving Pleasure” 

They lived on Machu Picchu Strasse # 2012 

* 

Pink Petals’ Rhythm 

What’s dementia got to do with streams of consciousness? 

Facing Yama eye to eye * losing yourself to what? 

Unconditional love ~ being unbelievably happy. 

Isn’t that worth a try in this cynical Kali Yuga? 

Your pulse is beating each precious moment ~ 

Sharing the same time together on our Planet. 

Why give someone a loss that will destroy their heart? 

Consciously being content with what you got is being free
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Real Feelings 

Living things Emitting radiation ~ excited your play station. 

Communication on quantum levels of higher Consciousness. 

DNA Biological process, cellular to Mind, thinking molecule. 

Keys to all information processing ~ super flux & exchange. 

Connecting to the undercurrent of our being ~ 

Sacred Equations of the Zero Point field 

Resonating within our Milky Way 

* 

Invisible Web 

‘The essence of our humanity ~ inner Relationship. 

Sub atomic particles with no meaning in Isolation 

~ Everything is Connected to everything else ~ 

Matter at the elemental is completely indivisible. 

Oceanic Microscopic vibes in space between things. 

Not a chemical reaction but an energetic charge 

Living in a heaving Sea of Coalescent Energy ~ 

Underlying all ~ our Mind, Heart, nerves, memory. 

Blueprint for a World of all time ~ 

Eternal Universal Quantum fields 

* 

Dynamic Indigo Matrix 

A field is a medium 

{region of influence} 

Not an Individual Atom. 

Space is not an empty void. 

‘A Bose – Einstein State’ 

Highest level of coherence in a Living being. 

Boundless Quantum order of existence 

* 

Makes Sense 

On the path of fulfillment 

Got to Love ~ Your Mind
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Star Maker 

Found a buried ancient space on ‘Magnificent Desolation’ 

Who are these descendents of elongated skulled Hominids? 

Representing Death, these Forces of Evil around the Planet! 

Power of a species, a lost link, to survive the Twilight World. 

Desirable Extra Terrestrials in People’s Humane R/Evolution, 

benign Alien catalysts kindly helping in our evolutionary leap! 

Intellectual Force behind the argument; Not the Neo Gestapo! 

Gratuitous Grace ~ Opportunistic Cosmic. 

Remember Love ~ Love Each Other 

Spirit in the sky 

* 

Common Sense 

“I’m on a fast not supposed to get aroused” 

Really beautiful she’s got Grace and Spirit. 

To go up is the way ~ Coke gives you a high ego! 

‘You’ll never feel confident without it’ 

Where’s the Sun gone? 

Together enjoying Beautiful Time. 

Cosmic Utopiania 

* 

Solar Polar ~ Alpha rhythms 

Brand on a t shirt ‘SLAVE’ 

“We escaped to the Zoo again” 

Hooked & Fucked.. Punch Drunk! 

‘There’s a sucker born every second’ 

From on a billboard ~ ‘Be Stress Free’ 

Free Experience not a Planned, controlled ‘Session’ 

Psycho active catalyst (invented) LSD 25 for Migraine! 

A Spiritual antidote to an Atom Bomb! 

Euphoria free to look into Your Self
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Implants sleeping next to you. 

‘You were made with viruses in your DNA Blueprint’ 

“Quite an experience to live in fear, isn’t it?” 

“That’s what it is to be a Slave” Empathic reflections. 

Evolution of the senses, feelings of sensations. 

“And You have burned so very brightly Boy.” 

Waking up to the Facts of Life in a Matrix. 

‘All these unique moments will be lost in time ~’ 

* 

Green Glow 

“All communication is a pulsating frequency ~ 

flowing against Established old power structures 

if you don’t need the Molecule but only the signals. 

The History of Genetic terrorists’ Measurements. 

Imprinting dimensions*our body as a Sinthesizer. 

River of Life ~ no way to catch hold of it. 

Fall in it and see what happens to you 

* 

Up State Zymology 

‘Rapping to the Fuzz inside my Merkaba can you dig?’ 

‘When we were young and full of hope & love!’ 

“I’m going home in a helicopter~” 

“Baba I feel that I’m truly blessed.” 

“Come come my pussy is wet” 

* 

Stop the Chase 

Managing a beach Resort….. 

“Throw the chasing mad dog a biscuit.” 

“Take a tab and go to Paradise!” 

Cruising on the Magic bus. 

Can’t go any further ~  

“There’s only Surrender”
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Neutralised*Naturalised 

Dying with a smile on your face. 

All out Struggle for wo/men’s Minds! 

Media diverting Attention from things that matter. 

Stopping them Thinking! 

Gave them the Indoctrination of Sport. 

Distracted by the Daily Press ~ Building up Irrational Attitudes 

& Submission to Authority ~ ‘Top Story!’ Do what you’re told! 

Condemning only Pol Pot and not US’s Bombardment, Atrocity! 

Smoking mirrors, Profits to be made by the largest Arms dealers. 

Strategic weapons of Starving people, we know it’s wrong! But! 

Human Capital to be abused! ‘All the News that’s Not fit to print’ 

Pretending the Planet is Infinite ~ Exploitation for ever & ever… 

The Privileged Elites dominating 40% of Global/Life/Resources! 

In Control, dehumanized, criminalized, dysfunctional, victimized. 

Get a grip! “A Sole survivor of an encounter with an Alien force 

beyond Imagining” 

* 

Symbiotic Motivation? 

“Original sin, they set us up to negatively lose” 

& to repeat it! ‘DNA patch of the human psyche. 

The whole culture became radicalized. 

Two Million dead patriotic Vietnamese! 

A History of Imperial Wars, making money. 

Intel Programs with Hell boy genitals! 

What’s goin’ on here? Glimpsing possibilities. 

‘In Love & War all is fair’ what’s that about? 

The Corporate Crime of the Millennium, still going on. 

That’s it let go ~ of your Principles! 

Threats from those singing about Murder & a horrible Death. 

‘Your belly’s full but you’re starving to death!’ 

Up against the Wall ~ “MAKE LOVE NOT WAR”
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Sitar landscape 

“I don’t want people to look into my thoughts ~” 

Blossoming 100,000 lotus flowers of a Goddess. 

Be in nature not in Private Clinics take your pick! 

‘Love Not Fear’ 

Left Global slavery for an alternative vision. 

Breakfast high up in the Sunshine tree house. 

* 

Kiwis ~ Union 

Agri*cultural bio*dynamic. 

Let nature do its work ~ 

Utilising the Force * Up for it! 

Male & female sexy tomatoes. 

Sharing the Open Secret 

* 

Fun No Gun Spectrum 

Fantastic not Fanatic…. Drops! 

Dr. said “Life is full of surprises” 

‘The spacecraft flew beautifully 

Crashed an Off World Centaur Rocket ~ 

Into a Moon crater looking for a spray of water 

from electromagnetic emissions of its molecules. 

Needing Hydrogen for New fuels Production 

Carrying our viruses back to Mars. 

Continuing exploration ~ drip drip! 

* 

 Probing Ejecta * cloud for water. 

Impacted! But the natives were hidden in the crater’s lake. 

Bombed an Extra terrestrial frozen Life force generator 

buried in the permanent shadow of its ireal landscape. 

Climaxing*up to the sun beams at the rim. 

“I couldn’t see it from my backyard…..
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Bread & Wine High 

Entheogenic ~ to be truly inspired by Inspiration! 

Problem of ongoing War on Drugs Prohibition 

Cluster headaches… 

Mind Expansion of a Counterculture. 

* 

Do you have a B12 Permit or an S2 Exemption? 

They don’t believe in fairy stories anymore. 

‘Too extreme for the Mainstream’ 

Buy a Cross before it’s too late! 

Artist is a ‘State of Mind’ not blind. 

* 

Promoting Himself 

Women Allowing you to be a Man in Africa! 

Vicious Cycles creating sickness, ignorance. 

Drug Chemical Corps. making billions profit! 

“You Create Fear You Create Control” 

that’s pretty simple & Straight forward. 

Losing their Sense, tightened up with the Cold. 

Let’s broaden the Mind, Open up the Horizons. 

‘Paranoia is in our Own head’ 

Not that desperate here ~ 

‘Sound as a Pound’ 

* 

Channeling ~‘Enlightenment Day’ 

Ultimately ~ It’s a continuous process 

Understanding its Motivation. 

We’ll make new families out of the same wave length 

Unfolding Consciousness ~ 

My thought processes ~ creating my Suffering! 

Free from being a Slave to My Mind & Pain. 

Allow It to be ~
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Cascading*Neurons 

In a Field of Optogenetics during the midday sun. 

Found Martian life in a Meteorite from Antarctica. 

Very few people, very few cars, tranquil, beautiful. 

On my honeymoon in Hawaii with a young divorcee. 

Neutrinos happening to be there when it happened. 

Hot wiring his nerve cells in the cortex transmitter. 

* 

Trance late ~ Narrate no date 

Overcoming traditional resistance ~ 

The pretty girls were not allowed to dance. 

Their origins were a mystery. “Don’t say another word!” 

Lets pay homage to Nature playing with her Red Jaguar. 

‘A husband’s supposed to beat a childless wife until she ~ 

becomes fertile!’ 

* 

Aztec War Dance 

Injecting more Adrenalin into the pulsating Oscilloscope ~ 

Brain’s Chemical Balance/\Imbalance at the Country Club. 

“Hallo Mr. & Mrs. Junkie, wanna be in a Propaganda film?” 

“Open your mouth wide and say after me….” 

Spent the winter in a hammock outside Acapulco. 

Later on became a great colonial creative Force! 

“How many more feet yu’ got to go?” 

* 

Adjusting Ranges 

Senses of the Clones, burnt out, Malfunction! 

Did you see Dali on your way out? 

No escape from the Garden of Eden. 

Came to me in a Cosmic Vision 

“We are only here to help you ~” 

Dysfunctional in nanobot heaven.
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Fertile Ground 

“Art challenging experiences not just Entertainment!” 

Touching the Point of Change ~ Charge….. 

‘The Crash’ ~ “The market’s been in Control for too long.” 

Depth of thought, depth of Process ~ Aspirations’ channel. 

“Do the Deed!” 

* 

New Energy Touch 

“Hello” ‘Welcome to a Vacuous World’ 

‘Wealth as a Role Model’ The Midas Tapestry. 

‘Our Identity based on what we own’ ‘Un/Successfully!’ 

What’s the Value in a Breakdown, how we communicate? 

Given Greed, liking the Competition, you mean Monopoly! 

What about some genuine enthusiasm that Global Corporations’ 

NWO. methodology lacks; Trading needs! “Who am I?” 

Who are you referencing? Making it up as they go along. 

“My decisions, all my choices are based on Art” 

Supreme Visual pleasure for my CGI neurons ~ 

‘Living a deeper relationship with Creativity’ 

“A proper curry not out of a plastic bottle” 

‘Keep Free coming to the right place ~ 

Not about the audience’ 

* 

Holistic Mosaic ~ Streams of Consciousness 

“It’s not against the law, Illegal, to falsify the news?” Correct! 

Who knows how to communicate in this emotional energy field? 

Art as a way to Realise who we really are (guerrillanews.com) 

regardless of any styles, trends, renaissance stereotyping. 

What does the glamorous Art Market say from the Runes? 

“I want to make a Fortune, live a famous, easy life of luxury!” 

The Capitalist World of painting, writing, sculpture, music etc
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Sacrificing hatred & fear for Love 

Reflections of sublime lights dancing. 

Roots in soft green turquoise waters 

The greatest Respect for Life & death. 

The Art of all true consideration ~ 

Peace & the End of Suffering for all 

* 

The Ultimate Peace 

Laying down your sword ~ 

Invisible weapon of your heart! 

In Non Ego garden of Forgiveness 

Smiling on the lips of her Universe. 

Simple truth in each atom of an apple 

picked from the tree of life’s knowledge 

Full Compassion in my God to Love ~ 

to transcend swiftly any need to condemn. 

Motivation shaping intention of the sublime. 

Clear Reflections in a deep sapphire pool ~ 

The still heart, feelings of Kuan Yin in mine. 

* 

Beauty & the Beast in a Mirror 

Expressing your feelings with swords or with words! 

Resolving, “What is your intention with this girl?” 

Always great loving a beauty sitting on an open Lotus. 

The desire for Peace ~ Nothing like a good Anesthetic! 

Overcoming discord and War ~ Give them some Crystals. 

“Hear our Pain and the Screams of the Innocent civilians” 

The Collateral damage of War criminals & Mass murderers! 

Shattering so many Illusions, magical dreams of human reality. 

Your fairy Godmother living through the daily nightmare. 

Is there any light in your darkness?
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Plankton*Explosion 

The sole Manta Ray pupping ground on the Planet. 

Lost to Unregulated fishing and Chinese medicine! 

Want a cure for diabetes off the reef in Mozambique? 

Continuous trauma, loss of confidence & aspiration. 

In honor of our glorious dead; A bell tolling… 

* 

On Call 

The same High class gonorrhea! “Ay Caramba!” 

Organized Crime ~ Obrigado, la Policia. 

“We all have our dreams of happiness.” 

“They need to stop the Armored Personnel carriers 

coming into Impoverished areas, where we live.” 

Because we are human & we carry on achieving ~  

Let’s have an equal distribution of Resources (finite)! 

“You’ll pay in ways only Jesus knows about” 

If you break the Law of Real men! 

A favourite favella Gangster chic ~ 

Girls on the street feeding their families. 

Fugitives with knives on the beach, Kalashnikovs 

& testerone in the samba, no rhymes or reasons ~ 

Factories making wraps from bricks of cocaine! 

To eat to survive; Fun & games in a Rio blackout. 

“Watch out for snipers’ bullets!” 

Where the lead is heavy 

* 

Full Nuclear Disarmament! 

The Deliria of my Poetic Imagination. 

“What’s in your heart?” 

Our Interchangeable Highest Ideals ~ 

Embracing all around ~ no desire to harm 

Wo*Man ~ Nature as One
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‘Sacred Network’ 

Spring rain, Emerald Forest ~ detaching from nature * himself. 

Arrow in your heart ~ said Religion was Slavery! 

Before a gang of psycho vigilante monsters… 

“I’m a human being my life has value” 

Opposed to Secret Societies, Skulls & Bones. 

Their Legal tender backed by nothing! 

Being free and independent ~ 

* 

In the O moment 

Veracious musical effects on water ~ 

Less dense currents ~ so we go through 

when you fall into the Zero, the neutral Zen. 

Allowance energy transforms (+: -) duality ~ 

then can happen whatever Is ~ No Judgments. 

Without Pachamama there can be no Life ~ 

They mingle with you ~ you feel it…. 

Clairvoyance in your synergistic vibrational body 

Allowing yourself to show it ~ Synchronicity helps you. 

I’d like to see some feeling ~ at least try it. 

Sparkly eyed, wicked little sugar cubes. 

“I thought I was in ~ Full Outer Space” 

Channeling to our channel ~ 

* 

Merging Mind Bubbles 

Everyone is ½ power ~ so it’s ½ power ~ 

You’re never happy if you’re separated from the hole, 

sorry whole! Is that a bhang lassi or a Bhakti babe? 

Wanting to be in the space ~ between the thoughts! 

Why would anyone want to be inferior? Reach Consciousness. 

You can’t know everything ~ do we know anything, it’s all fine! 

‘If you don’t have a family you’re a Leper here!’ 

Existence Is You
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Lightening me up 

Wow! look at Tarzan’s colonic shit! To go up is the way ~ 

“I found the right person at the right time in the right place.” 

Existence ~ Brahma Vishnu Shiva ~ Cosmic Consciousness 

* 

Puppetry of the Vagina 

It’s a wet honey flower being pollinated. 

‘You can only Love if you’re free’ 

I believe it all has to be free ~ 

People do what they feel. 

Look at the fuckin’ Quean! 

You gotta get on that horse. 

‘7 foot women with three tits 

& with a milky way in her pussies’ 

“You’d have your finger in them all!” 

* 

Secrets of the Earth 

My 2nd wife ~ the Channel…Transmuting Mars and Pluto. 

Einstein got spiritual, hangin’ out with Ascendant Masters. 

As above so below. “Reptiles ~ they’re limited energy fields.” 

Golden reflections of the Sun*Good for your own self esteem. 

Magical Power of giving yourself Worth; Angels’ Light bodies. 

“I’m still sitting here on the water” ~ & the hammock’s blowin’ 

“Who do you think you are to think I give a shit about you?” 

A sign to show you are ready to Outgrow these behaviours. 

She ran over a crocodile on the road! We don’t know Jack Shit.        

* 

Ripples of Experiment 

A new SMS > “I hate You” ~ “And You don’t give a fuck!” 

Close Up of Interior Emotions ~ “You’re havin’ a laugh!” 

Can still be married and have a good life ~ 

Inviting a pair of Thai twins to be maids!
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‘The Brightest light casts the deepest shadow’ 

Hidden Treasure, ‘The Greatest Pleasure is to Give Pleasure’ 

That Magic touch ~ Mind does only exist in ‘Apparent Reality’ 

‘Liberte Egalite Fraternite’ ~ (It’s a lie!) try Psy* trance & dance. 

Free abstraction * Euphoria ~ Wave ~ bands * high Resonance 

* 

You have to Ask the Universe 

Make your wishes ~ Beaute * Eternite 

*You have to live your dream* 

The Universe will make it come True 

Otherwise how will the Universe know what you want? 

When you wish its ‘Reality’ comes to you. 

Only we limit ourselves! 

If you act to be good you will be good. 

Don’t worry just be Conscious Intention. 

Keep your Mind Clear ~ 

Follow your flow ~ You allow this flow to happen 

with these wishes ~ just have to live Free from Fear. 

Clean your Heart from all negativity to be in harmony 

* 

Open Vipassana 

Your allowance to Celebrate Life ~ 

Give it to Divine Cosmic Nature 

or too much ego existing. 

The Compassionate waves 

The Clarity of Mind 

* 

When your Consciousness goes Up & Up ~ 

Throwing all the negative thoughts away. 

When you have no paranoia or Fear, 

having less resistances, blockages; 

When you are not Scared ~ to be in Love 

What to do? Keep your Purity. 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 
Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.  

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi.  His arrival on the sub-continent 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy*energy & Space. 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


